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Insurance Raise Recontntended

by Sue Asci

committee arrived at this decision
after reviewing the health insurance
at the other State Colleges and
allowing other agencies to. submit
bids.
'We still have the best insurance
policy in the State College system.
Our coverage far exceeds what
other schools are getting,"
commented Vice-President Deep.
"The students are happy with this
company."
"Those who had claims, have had
no problem with their claims," sai'd
Jim'Calnan, member~ of the Health
Service Committee. As a student
member, Jim Calnan "picks. up
by Al Silva
for a foreign language requirement complaints and criticisms from the
On Wednesday, May 9, 19~ the then passed by a vote of 11 yes, 5 no, students around campus and brings
Undergraduate Curriculum and 1 abstention. The committee them to the attention of the
Committee met and discussed a then requested that the Policy and· committee.
The committee is m~de up of a
subcommittee recommendation to Review Subcommittee put together
create a foreign language a specific rationale and justification few students, Vice-President Deep,
Vice-President of Administration
requirement up to the intermediate for this requirement.
Some questions immediately and Finance Chicarelli, and Nurse
level here at Bridgewater. The first
proposal was to establish this arise concerning this proposal. As it Deep. Floyd Silvia, Bursar, acts as a
Jim Calnan and VP Deep, members of the Health fee Committee discuss
language requirement for those presently stands the committee is fiscal advisor for the committee.
Health Insurance Rates. (PHOTO BY JOE MCDONALD)
unclear whether the foreign Any proposal which is made must
seeking a Bachelor of Arts degree.
have it, why pay for ift" explained would still be covered under the
When I learned that it was not language requirement recommend- go to President Rondileau for his
Vice-President Deep. "We've had other company. This would mean
possible to separate Bachelor of ation will affect Physicll Education final decision on it.
Some minor changes had to be people abuse the insurance policy. that they would be working with two
Arts and Bachelor of Science majors. In December of 1975 the
candidates in this manner the Undergraduate Curriculum made sothatthe price would not be Naturally, it reflects on your companies.
'The cost for us to change over to
com mit tee ac c e pte dan d Committee recommended that out of the reach of students. The premium payments. So, we did fill
another comp~ny, computer-wise,
Physical Education majors would be changes will not affect many in a few loopholes."
~~ndrne~t .'. to .• this recommend... ation. The amendmfZnt creates a granted either a Bacheloi" ofAns or students on campu~.F orex~mple,
It was the unanimous vote ofthE would be a major problem, "said
foreign language requirement for all a Bachelor of Science degree but the outpat1enicoverage 'was cut"oommittee to maintain the same" Vice~President Deep.
The coinrrrlttee, which is a
agency. If they had changed over to
undergraduates except those. not a Bachelor of Science in from $500 to $300.
'We looked over our past records another company and someone put cooperative effort, is a very active
receiving a Bachelor of Science in Education. If that recommendation
(Cont. onp.4) and decided if we found noreason to in a claim during the summer it one.
Education. The recommendation

The student health insurance is
planning to raise its rates this fall.
This recommendation to President
Rondileau involves a cost oj
approximately $79.50 for the full
year from Sept. 1, 1979 to August

31, 1980.

Somers, Kitchen, and Essler is
the agency which is presently
providing this service. As a resort
of a proposal made by the Health
Service Committee, this agency wili
continue at SSC in the fall. ThE

Language GER
May be Added

Pay Now or
Movie Scene Filnted
P'ay Later
by Joe McDonald
I first heard about the. film at
"'1round 10 a.m. on Thursday. The
sudden excitement led to some
confusion at The Comment, office.
From this point of From this point
,:m, Distribution Manager Jim
Calnan took control. Our first
objective was to clarify all rumors.

By 11 a.m. we had talked to Vice
President David Deep, Maureen
Fitzgerald and a member of the.
United Artists film crew, Ted
Carter.
Jim began to make phone calls to
various media sources. Channel 6 in
New Bedtor was contacted and
promised to send a film crew. Spare

Robert Cohen" Direc1;or of"Snuill':ircleof ~I'i§~:"

by Suzuki
Parts director Gene Manning began
"License and Registration
making calls to Channel's .t, 5 and 7·
while I prepared notes for a special please." You hand him the
newsreporf to air over WBIM. But registration after all the registry is no
the interested members of the news one to ---- around with.
He leaves for a few minutes and
media didn't stop there.
We proceeded to pool our efforts returns with a small white piece of
together .... Gene made plans to get paper, and says "you may appeal
the portable video camera, while this. by filing a request with the clerk
constantly made updates to the of courts within 72 hours otherwise
story and transmitted. them to you will receive a summons in the
WBIM. Jim managed to give our , maiL"
If your driving reGard is
story to WNBH radio in New
Bedford. They informed him to call substantially cleaner than mine you
the Massachuseets branch of will receive a waiver with your
Associated Press who took. the summons with which you can plead
guilty,pay the (up to) $25.00 and
story from there.
Next the Brockton Enterprise
and the Boston Globe were notified
of the story. After spending hours
on the phone, it was time to plan our .
'next move. Four Comment
reporters and photographers and a
Bristol Community College
correspondent, Matthew Rebello,
were assigned to cover the filming.
Unable to 'get the color vid~o
equipment, Gene and Jack Duncan
had to settle for black and white
equipment.
In case of an emergency, a system
was established at The Comment
where a message would be
,transmitted to Tom Leen, who
would send it to WBlM. Luckily this
system was not needed. The entire
media .operation was frantic but
sucessful in its purposes. We
managed to keep the college
community.informed, helped clear
up .the' confusion and thereby
helped the production crew. So
while the students who appeared in
the production will gel· the glory, the
unsung heroes of the media will just
have·· to settle for personal
I?atjsfaction once again.

save a trip to court. If you go youwill
lose anyway.
'
How could all this happen to you?
(I mean you're such a nice person).
Because you forgot to get your
spring sticky. The registry is not
known ·for its sympathy toward
those with failing memories
(contrary to anything Steve Martin
says'1 forgot" will not work).
The moral is spend the two bucks
and get a sticker. It's a savings of
$23.00. YOU ONLY HAVE FIVE
MORE DAYS. If your car won't
make it look around and get one of
those ten dollar stickers. It's still a
savings.

Editorials,

j

l!

Vol LIt No 10. The final issue of The Comment for the academic year
1978·1979. During this time, we've had three Editors·in·Chief, each with
his or her own particular style, editorial policy and, inevitably, problems.
This year's headlines have included "The End of a Decade"
(Convocation 1978), "Colleges Stress Contemporary ImageN (Mass
State College Week), "Events Announced" (Homecoming), "Election
78, "This is the Stuff...?# (Homecoming Review Issue), 'Faculty Ratifies
Three Year Contract," "New Copy Center to Be Established at BSC"
(Christmas Issue), "State Standardizes Job Titles," "Career Day May
Open Doors,'" "It's Not Nice to Fool Ma Bell," "SSC Seeks Placement
Director,'" "Students to Receive Minimum," "Power Fails, Water Rises,"
"'Calendar Changes Discussed" (Graduation Cancelled"--April Fool!!),
"The Bus Stops Here," "Student Leaders Honored" and '7uition Hike is
Planned".
We have tried to give complete and information coverage to these and·
other events. To do so is a process that involves writing, editing, typing,
laying-out, proofreading, correcting, etc. When the people doing these
jobs are in agreement and the necessary equipment is functioning
correctly. everything runs smoothly, When these elements are
disprupted by lack of cooperation lack of time, breakdowns (mechanical,
emotional, or physical), sickness or any other interruption things do not
go so smoothly. We do try, however to rise above these disturbances in
order to give the students their student newspaper. The people involved .
deserve our thanks, especially those who have tried to be truly
supportive of the newspaper and its policies in spite of personal or
political disagreements, We also thank those who have left during the
course of the year for the various contributions they made while they
were with us.
Anything that is presented for public inspection is subject to critism. In
the case of a newspaper, some people are going to complain that it is too
controversial; others that it is notcontroversia! enough. W.e have tried
th~s semester has given coverage tccontrovers'ial and mundane events.
No news story has been published with the ir;,tent of hurting anyone
personally or professionally. We have also included opinion columns
such as The Comment Editorial and columns for which The Comment
claims no editorial responsibilityity, such as "Cotnmentary," ,"RACking
Them Up'" and "Letters to the Editor". These columns" are clearly
marked and thus should be easily distinguishable from news stories. If a
student has an opinion or comment on any aspect of college life, these
are the columns which offer him or her the opportunity to do so. Other
important features are The Comment's Cultural Arts and Sports
pages. These pages provide' schedules, .calendars and articles
concerning upcoming events, as well coverage of these events. The
Announcements column is an attempt to organize brief items of club and
other news into any easy to read, -easy to use format. Humor articles
have introduced as a supplement to (n~ver a replacement of) other
materials. Excluding some expected inside disagreement, we have heard
practi~ally no response on this practice, except in t1::ui cas~ of the April
Fool Issue, the response to which was overwrielmingly, b\,lt not
exclusively, positive.
,
. With this idea of some of the thing!; we have done or have tried to do
during the past year (or at least during) the past semester, we turn to the
readers and to the future. Our readers tell us very little of what they do
and do I']ot want to s4ae in ~~e ,newspaper. We inyite-,-encourage--these
comments. Please let us know what you want so that we can continue to
improve and grow as a newspaper.
Weld like to thank several people and groups for help they have given
us during the year: the staff· and editorial board member's, past and
present; the Student Union for facilitieS (especially Steve Gray, Michael
MacHardy and Jim Aha forstaying up with us on Wednesday nights), the
SGA for funding and the semesterIy headache(budget hearings) and all

b1 D. 'THE\( e- :::rvST
l\EHEAf(.SlNt:. foP. THE

LAST DA\( OF SCHOOL.
'ISH

:t

CAN'T' WAlT 11,)

H

~n~~~~~w~~p~~~~~~m~ooili~b~~

G,.ET THE' HeLL oUT

HERE!

Sincerely disgruntled,
Ed (The Boot) Falkenstrom·

"... personal
appreciation .. "
Dear Editor,
Iw~~up~s~~moo~

newspaper going.
Finally, we would like to wish the best of luck to all tne graduating
seniors, especially former and present Comment, staffeni~ Vicki
Smialek, Ann Hackenson, Karen DeWolf, Sue Sheehan, Mary Sullivan,
Mike Eunice, Doug Mildram, Slim Billings, Nancy rnmant Diane
Doucette and Mike McHardy..
Have a good summer! First issue next year will be Sept. 20th:
.
KMT
.-__________________________,;-...

.

,

Controversies

Tllank you

Oxford, Wisconsin 53952
Frank Newsome
#27217·138
P.O, Box 1000
Oxford, Wisconsin 53952
Peter H. Nicholas

#41260-133
P.O. Box 1000
Oxford, Wisconsin 53952

Scec Dance
Marathon

Dear Editor and Publishers,
We would appreciate it if you
'»ould publish our names in your
paper for correspondence.
Friday night April 20, in the
Thanking you in advance for your ballroom, 13 dancers raised $994.10
kind attention and consideration of to benefit Cerebral Palsy research in
request.
the SCEC. Dance Marathon.
Sincerely We Are, Special thanks to Yvonne White,
Bruce Burwood who gathered $428.00 in pledges for
#30325-117
(Cont. on p.3)
P.O. Box 1000
_ _ _ _ _ _~._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

., about the dangerous threat posed
, ~ "by nuclear power plants and
"translated that into concrete efforts
on this campus. I was grateful to you
who disagreed with those efforts for
check the serial numbers. thereby you also helped address that issue.
Finally. to the college staff and
proving this was indeed my
administration
for their assistance
property. I then make a formal
and patience.
request for the numbers. to Miss
It is my hope that the peace of
.FitzGerald, who proceeded to give
Ood, however we may define that
me the old '~run around", 'Do to' the term, may go with you and remain
difficulty of gaining access to such' with you.
.
information I was informed it would
J. Richard Huffines
take over the week-end with a day
Protestant Minister
or two to spare. When returning to
Christian Fellowship
her office five days later for these
numbers I was told that it was not
necessary-- they had found the beds
in the Commons Building. I was told
also that two workers had taken
them out and stored them away,
they had eVidently assumed the
resident was leaving. I wonder if it
common practice for workers to
I would like to thank all seven
accept such a responsibility without
contacting the 'head of dorms?? I people who voted for me as a write
also wonder how Miss FitzGerald in candidate for pub, dir. ofthe,class
and Co .. could have known the beds of 82. Due to prior obligations and
were missing only five or six hours my involvement with the S.G.A. I
after . they· had been dicovered can not find the time to take this
office.· Also, seeing that I was
missing by. myself.
I must say that this entire incident present at the polls while the votes
brought much mistrust for Miss were being cast I feel that it is in the
FitzGerald and the other best interest of aU involved to
administrators involved. In declare myself invalid for the'
searching for my beds, the only , election. One last comment I would
.

Dear Editor:
It has been brought to my
!ltiention through a letter I received
that I was not to be allowed back in
the dorms for .the coming Fall
5emester. When r confronted Miss
FitzGerald with the letter I was told
that due to past infractions I must
3eek off-campus housing. One
incident, which I believe was icing on
the cake, was the disappearance of
!:wo bed frames from the .back
hallway of my apartment. By
deduction I assumed that whoever
took the beds entered through the
front doorway; thus, affiliation with
the college seemed obvious. The
day after the beds were found
missing, by some amazing force,
Dean Deep and Miss FitzGerald
somehow knew they were gone.
Roughly a week afterthe beds were
gone I was honored to receive a bill
for the tidy sum of $107.00. When
conducting my own investigation I,
managed to. find (through the
grapevine) that both frames were in
the storage room of the apartments'
Commons Building. Chief of Police

Please Write

appreciation to the many students
who have given their time and
energy to participate in the small
discussion groups sponsored by
Christian Fellowship, Although my
primary role was that of teacher, I
believe that I learned as much from
your contributions in those groups
as you indicated your apprecitation

to the. Edito.rl ::£o~J~~h~~~h~~:~eS~.y~~~~~;~
ILett.. ers
More on HQus"ing,
~

like to make is an appeal to all the
students in the school to vote and
get involved for the benefit of
yourselves. It's a shame that in a
school the size of B.S.C. something
as important as a class office can be
decided by seven votes.
Thank You
John S. Nicolas
Assistant Treasurer S.G.A.

person who offered any cooperation
at all was ChiefGraca.A quote from
Miss FitzGerald sums it all up in my
'mind. "You can't catch the horse
after it leaves the barn." In other
words, she was telling me that I
might as well pay for the beds
becuase they would probably never
'show up. If this is the help that
Student Life always gives, thenl, for
one, to not think the students need
their help. The only thing I received
from Student Life was the runaround, Students--watch your bedsi
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I. Announcements]
CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT CUNIC
Application forms are now available for positions as clinicians and
assista!lt cl~nicians for the fall session of 1979. The Clinic program, in
operation Since 19~4 and the only one of its kind in New England, is
devote~ to the physlcal, motor (play and sport), and social improvement
of special needs children ranging in age from 18 months through 20
years.
Applications can be obtained from the main office of the Health and
Physical Education Department or from Dr. Huber's office (Room 103) in
. Kelly Gymnasium. Positions are open for current Freshmen,
Sophof!1ores, and J':lniors in Health and Physical Education, Special
EducatIon, Early ChIldhood Education, Psychology, Sociology, Social
Work, and Communication Arts and Sciences. If you are interested this
Friday, May 11, is your last chance for submitting your appJicatio~.

········FiiAMjNG"iiAM·SpiiiNG·CONCiRT·..··..····----··.. ·--·~··.. ··--.....
The annual Spring Concert sponsored by the Music Clubs
,Framingham State College will be held on Friday evening, May 11, c
p. m. in Dwight Hall Auditorium. Directed by Professor James Sav
selections by the Chorale; the Concert Choir, and the Alumnae Sing'
will make up the program for this annual event which attracts many
people from Framingham and the surrounding towns. The public is
cordially invited to attend.

···· .. ··SVMMiR·EVROpiA~j"TOijR·OFF£RErj'···· ..·········· ..··.............
Professor Robert Briggs of the Bridgewater Foreign Languages
Department is arranging and will be hosting a "Capitals and
Countrysides of Wwestern Europe" tour this summer. The tour is
"Scheduled to depart for Europe on August 12 and return on August 26.
The 15·day tour will featu're visits to Amsterdam, Brussels, Heidelberg,
Lucerne, the Swiss Alps, Geneva, Paris, and London. Faculty and
students who might be interested in participating in this European tour
may contact Professor Briggs for further details at the following
telephone numbers: 697-8321, ext. 342 (Office) or 697·7685 (Home).

..··..··iHi·STUDENT·VN;ON·COPy·CENTER···········..········............
The Student Union Copy Center, located on the ground floor of the'
Student Union across from the Sub Shop, offers a quality copy service at
low cost, $.06 per copy, $.12 per two-sided copy. Now resumes can be
copied on high quality bond paper in white or ivory. Matching envelopes
and sheets for cover letters can also be purchased. Resumes are $.08
per copy. $.06 per blank sheet, and $.03 per envelope. Now you can have
all your copying done right here at the Student Union Copy Center.
········THE·.-··;;AMAiING·,~···"i(RESKiN····TO·

..MAKE···BROCii.TON

APPEARANCE
The world famous mentalist Kreskin will· appear in the Brockton High
School Auditorium on Wednesday, May 16, at 8:00 p.m. This
performance is the last event in the Spring Series sponsored by the
Brockton Community School's Cultural Committee. No one will want to
miss this most exciting evening. Tickets are available at the Brockton
Fparra~t~.Sc.poQlteffii:e and a:e priceqat$5.p~ f,or ~dults an,d $4.00 for

stU(fentg~r'lds·eA1btF~tizens. Tlck~ts wiU,,1.Jernai1ed·1f·i;l~;:h~c:;~Wi~·,!;~f·L.
addressed stamped envelope is· Sent· to Kreskin· ticket$, Stodkton"
Community Schools, 43 Crescent Street, Brockton, Ma. 02401. For
further information, call 580·7597.

..··· ..·siiJriEN·i·'Uj,jjON·'EMPL'OYMENT··..·..······· ......·.. ··· ................. .

Job applications for the Student Union are now available at the Info
Booth.
.................................. _.......... -- ..................... "' .................. -- ................................................................................................................. _.............. __ .

HANOI KIDS SEEKING VOLUNTEERS
Handi Kids is seeking volunteers to assist with its Spring and Summer
Recreation Programs for persons with physically or mentally disabling
conditions. Programs which are planned and executed to meet the soCial
physical, and emotional needs of disabled persons include: creative and
domestic arts, physical recreation, environmental exploration, camping,
social~, and special. events. Handi Kids will provide you with
opportunities to get involved in creative, worthwhile programs and
activities while providing a much needed service. Persons interested in
volunteering time throughout the Spring and/or Summer should contact
Richard Gaddes, c/o Handi Kids, 470 Pine Street, Bridgewater, Mass.
697·7557 or 963-0472.

········AjcoHciilcs··ANONyMOUS····················..·····..........................
There is an AA meeting at the Catholic Center every Monday night at
8:30. This is an open meeting. The public and all interested are invited. If
akohol is problem in your life, Alcoholics Anonymous is here to help.
For more ·information, contact Fr. MacNamara at the Catholic Center,
ext. 555.
.

IDENTIFICATION NEEDED
Anyone without a Mass. Driver's License should go to the Registry and
get and I.D. Card. This applies to foreign and out·of·state students, too.
This card or a Mass. State License will be needed for entranc~ to the Rat.

.·· ..·..BosTo:N.AREA.BICycu·coAiiiioii····.·.· .. ·........·.· ....·· ..·...
Sunday, June 3, 1979 is Boston Bike Day 79. Events are as follow:
Morning Gathering Ride··Cyclists will gather in more than a dozen
communities, including Milton, Quincy, Dorchester, South Boston,
Brookline, Newton, Cambridge, Roxbury, Watertown, and
Charlestown, to ride into Boston Common for a noontime rally.
Rally, 12:00 noon at Boston Common-·Rally will include nationally
renowned athletes, cyclists, politicians and celebrities who will speak on
cycling· related topics of health, ecology and fitness. There win also be
special presentations on energy and legislation for practical biking
facilities.
Mass Ride to Bike Fair at 1:00 p.m.··Rally participants will take a mass
ride through Boston's Back Bay and across the Charles River to River
Bend Park in Cambridge--site of Bike Fair.
Bike Fair, 1:00 p.m. at River Bend Park·-Bike Fair will feature more
than 20 exhibits including a demonstration of newly-designed. pedal·
powered boats by MIT students. Recreational rides will leave the fair fc
and historic tours throughout the day.
On Monday, June 4, 1979, Commuter Day will be held .. Cycling
commuters from outlying communities will join a morning caravan into
downtown Boston.
More information on Bike Day is available on the Bike Hotline, (617)
727-3179 and in the BABC newspaper available in bike stores.
The BABe is a 5oo·member, all volunteer organization. Co·sponsors
of Boston Bike Day include the American Youth Hostels, Charles River
Wheelmen, Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles. Environmental
Protectio~ Agency and Massachusetts Blue Cross.

COMMENT/FACULTY SOFTBALL GAME
F acuity are needed to play on the Faculty softball team against The
Comment staff on Sunday, May 13, at 1:00 p.m. at the Great Hill field.
The winning team ~ts a caSe of Heineken's. If you are interested,
contact Coach Pbil Silvia at ext. 243 soon. They need all the help they
can get.
.- ....... -.................: ......... .. .....::..-:............. --.; .... _.... -.. -......:.:.:.:- -_ ................ -- .............................................. .. ........... -...................................... .
BPL ART REPRODUCTIONS
Brighten up your walls by borrowing a new art reproduction from the
Bridgewater Public Library. Nearly 30 framed prints from the
impressionist period up to the modern abrstract impressionist period are
available for loan. Artists represented include Vincent van Gogh, Raoul
Duty, Jackson Pollock, Henri Matisse, Paul Klee, Paul Cezanne, Currier
& Ives, and others. These art reproductions may be borrowed for a 6
week period. Of interest to library patrons with vision problems will be
our rec~nt subscription to the New York Ties Large Type Weekly. This
newspaper provides the reader with the news of the week in review, and
also contains the Sunday New York Times crossyJord puzzle in large
print.
..............._........... _.......-...........-..........................................................................
LEARN TO 'LOVE
Join us. in our search to understand a bit of God, ourselves, pnd life in the
WorshIp Workshop, BSC Union Room 207. Wednesdays, 3:30 p.rn.
·...... ·S·UMMER'EMi>LOYMENi .. ··· ..·.. ·.. ·..·.. ·.... ·....·..............·....·..·.........
.~~~.~·~i ~.~~f,1
fill. summer POSI'tl'ons at Day
~ -

~

,

,;

(Cont. from p. 2)
dancing 12 hours. The dancers
were: Patty Guidi, Ann Tarascio,
Thomas Murphy, Susan Campinke,
Jessica Elder, Lynne Fournier,
Patty Hayes, Barbara Jackson,
Linda Moffitt, Gail Riley and Daniel
White.
Thanks also go to all those who
contributed food for the dancers:
Rico's, Angelo's Supermarkets,
McDonalds and the Food Service.
SCEC members who helped put
the marathon together were
Marybeth O'Brien. Martha Adie,
Patty Guidi; Mary Ann Barbarisi,
Lynn Libby and Sharon Mac·
Namara George McCabe··Thanks
for the patience and understanding.
SCEC would also like to thak all
those who contributed gifts for the
dancers, which included;
Gotshalks, Sikus Flowers,
Bridgewater Camera, Academy
Bowl, Costello's. Bridgewat.er
News, Bridgewater Liquor Mart,
Pantpourri, Fairbanks Hardware,
Western Auto and Words and
Music.
For ail those who danced and had
pledge sheets: Please turn in your
money Friday, May 11, to a SCEC
rep. in front of the bookstore from
10·12.
Thanks to All,
Vivky Lynn Haskell
SCEC.J~: Class Rep.

Elderly
Enjoyed
Evening

The
tenants· ot the· East
Bridgewater Elderly Housing
Project were pleasantly entertained
during a Nostalgia Night that was
put on by Bridgewater
State
..
Colleg~ Recreation students. 'The
,:;,j;;:/~,;:
. ';·"~~~~f~t~';P~~,yi": .
.. ::"§:*'J.;C~!,~i4e"'Ht.. ,epjoyecl. "
Brockton 'V' Youth Division, Main Street, Brockton; MA.02491;587~f" .,~:1,
the.
es'~reri1irli$cjng'{~:.::>:r:'!\.··.···
4242.
.
about the past. Along with· many
other activities, there weas a goodNDSL INTERVIEWS
old·fashioned baked·goods contest,
During the month of May 1979 there will be a series of special meetings of
a piano sing·a·along, and an old
all Seniors, June and August graduates, who have at any time during
picture recognition contest.
their attendance at Bridgewater State College borrowed money under
Everyone h"ad a great time and the
the National Direct Student Loan Program. During the course of these
three students; Joan Sinatrera. Ann
meetings your obligations and priveleges regarding the repayment of
Bibby, and Diane Kerns, would like
your loan will be reviewed. You will be provided with sample repayment
to thank all the people who helped in
schedules, and other information dealing with payment deferments,
the program. A special thanks to all
teacher cancellations, etc. Also, you will be requested to fill out certain
the ileople who came. Thank·you.
information forms for our files.
This Exit Interview is extremely important. There are three meetings
scheduled in the Boyden Hall Demonstration Room and B 22 Boyden
Hall and you are urged to be in attendance at one of these meetings. The
first meeting planned is Wednesday, May 9, 1979~ in the Demonstration
Room at 1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M. The second isMonday,May 14 in the
Demonstration Room at 12 noon to 1:00 P.M. The final meeting is on
Wednesday, May 16 in Room B 22 from 10:00 A.M. to 11:00 AM. If you
cannot be in attendance atone of these meetings, be sure that you make
arrangements with the Financial Aid Office by calling 697·8321 ext. 257
The Luddy Bus Company has
for an appointment after graduation.

'/

JUGGLE-OUT
Want to learn to juggle? Want to watch some great juggling performers?
Want to have a good time? Then come to the fountain behind the
Student Union on Friday, May 11 from 1·4 p.m. for BSC's first annual
Juggle·Out.Wear comfortable clothes and bring some balls if you can.
.SEE YOU THERE!·

....·· ..Mo"RIARTY"i"icTURE...TO·BE·HELD·....·..······....·· ..·· ..·.. ···.........
The Hyannis·Bridgewater Physical Education Alumni are sponsoring the
eigth annual Moriarty Lecture at 7 p.m. June 1. Tickets, including coffee
and refreshments, are $3.00. The coffee hour will be held in the formal
dining . room, the lecture in the demonstration. room, and the
refreshments. at 9:00 p.m. in the Rathskellar. Further information is in the
AlumniOffic;:e.
.

MONDAY INIGHT DRINICS $1.25

........... _10 .................................... ,.. ........ ",.. ................................... • .. .:. .......................................................................................... ,. ..... ~ ....... ,.............. ':'

DISCO.. DISeO·DISCO!
MONDAY NIGHT FEVER

With DINO and the DIS~lIGHTS
Continuous mlJs1c and dancing all nigW
• Dance contest
Monday - $75.110 first prize - $25.00 second pte.

TUESDAY thru SUltDAY -1 WEEK

l11e Qr-eat Preterz.der-s
.

TRAVELOGUE AT BPL
. ."
Regina and· John McC~r~hy of Stoughton ·.will present a. travelogue-·
"'Egypt-.Mother of Civilization'" at the. B,ridgewater Public Library on
Wednesday, May 16 at 7:30p.m. The Mc;:Carthys invite y()u to join them
on their pictorial odyssey up the Nile, from Cairo and Giza, to Luxor and
Karnak (the site of ancient Thebes), to Aswan, andfinally, to Abu
Stmbel, the temple built by Ramses II more than 3,000 years' ago. This
program is free and open to the public .
-... .. -...... -.-- ........ -_...... -.. -- .. -- ................................................. ........ ... -........................-.... ............... ,..... -............. .................................. .
THANK·YOU, CUSTOMS
The Adventure Programs Course undertook a five day expedition hike
on the Appalachian Trail last weekend. Food for this trip was fubV Ed
Gorman and the Customs Food Service. The class would like to thank
them for their .generosity and cooperation which made this trip
inexpensive and enjoyable for the. members of the class.
~

.;:.

~

;.

~

~

announced the follOWing
schedule for Bridgewater runs:
Bridgewater to Boston: 6:40
am,7 am, 7:20 am 7:50 am 9:30
am and 3L:50 pm.
Boston to Bridgewatrer: 8 am,
12:30 pm, 4:35 pm, 4:55 pm, 5:20
pm, and 6:15 pm

Beginning this weekend, th.· ~re
will be buses from Bridgewater
to Boston at 9:30 am on
Saturday and· Sunday .. and at
3:50. pm on Saturday· and. from
Boston' to Bridgewater at 5:20
pm and l1amon Saturday and
at 8:30.pm on Sunday,
Pick-ups .and ·let-downs in·
Boston are at South Station.
For more information,
contact Luddy at 378'-3991.

Good' Luck
Seniors!,!

·~\~~t
..;.'"

Bus
Schedule

NORTHEAST REGIONAL GAMES FOR DISABLED
The National Association of Sports for Cerebral Palsy announces that
on May 12 and 13 at Springfield College, the Northeast Regional games
for the Cerebral Palsied and Multidisabled Athletes. Volunteers are
needed to assist the athletes in all areas for these two days. For more
information, please call or write to Timothy McCarron, Director,
Garden City Activity Center; 295 California Street, Newton. MA 02158.
(617) 965·3389.

• e. Eneland'. 110. 1 oldl •• croup of 'hi "10••"
Gre.sed and ready to Rook II' Roll into the
lOs. Plus Disoo Danci..,.

Mar at.ho n

,I

An no un ce m en ts

SEPTIC S STEM WORKSHOP
The North and South Rivers Watershed Association, in conjunction with
the Plymouth County Extension Service and the Old Colony Planning
Council, is holding a Septic System Worksh op on Wednesday, May 16,
beginning at 9:00 a.m. The workshop is designed to provide
professionals, town officials, and concern ed citizens insight into the
complexities of septic systems regulations, installations, and
mainten ance from presentations by professionals who work daily with
Septic System problems and by field observation of soil and groundw ater
elevation tests. It is hoped that improved septic system practices can be
developed from this interchange of information. The worksho p will
convene at the Plymouth County Extension Services Office, High Street
in Hanson .

.... -..-.suMMiR.joiiS· .....·..·..--·--· ...·.....·......·...·..·..·.....---·-...--.--.. --........... --..

Looking for a summer job? Information on a number of position
s
including camp counseling, summer theatre, and hotel work have been
posted by the Office of .Student Life outside the Preside nt's Office
in
Boyden Hall.

1979 WHAL E WATC H TRIPS
The whale watch trips are now open to all Bridgewater State College
faculty, student s and staff. There are three trips this year··May 10, 22,
and 29. All trips depart Provincetown at 10:30 a.m. Cost per person-$6.00. I would appreciate payment when you sign up to avoid some of the
confusion of last year. Additional information is posted outside Room
114 of the Science Building or can be obtained by calling Dr. Jahoda,
Biology Departm ent, ext. 317. or Mrs. DeVincentis. Last year's trips
were very successful, with good sightings of both finbacks and
humpbacks~ I hope this year's trips are even more so.
When you sign up
please indicate whether you can take riders to Provincetown and please
give a phone number where you can be contacted.
CHRISTIANS IN THE WORLD COMM UNITY
A series of Sunday afternoon lectures will be held at Old South Church
at
Copley Square in Boston entitled, "Christians in the World Community:
Expectations for the Future.'" This conference is in anticipation of the
World Council of Church es Conference, "Faith, Science;· and the
Future" to be held at MIT in July 1979. Christian Fellowship, the oncampus Protesta nt group, will be sending delegates to Old South
Church . Any student s wishing to attend but needing transpo rtation
should contact the Christian Fellowship office in the Student Union. The
Program for May 13 is"Self-Reliant Development, with Burgess Carr
from the All-American Council of Churche s, and Marie Augusta Neal
from Emmanuel College, starting at 2:00 p.m..On May 20 at 2:00 p.m.,
"The Third World's Contribution to Christian Theology'" with speaker
Ulisio Torres, a Chilean Methodist Pastor.
N

·..·....EvviiioNMENTAL"·EDucAlii5iV··woBKSHoi,·······,··......·..

The Becket·Chimney Corners Outdoo r Center is offering a 3·day
worksho p in environmental education for teachers, camp couselors, and
ali those interested on teaching out-of-doors. The workshop will take
place at Camp Becket in Becket, MA, from May 25 to May 281979. The
program will iIlch.lge a9v'm~tp:eexperiencessu,ch as cave-exploring,
roPe-course.., and orlenteerlrig; erivironme1;ltal science activities such as
pond ecology and wild edible plants; indoor nature projects; sensory
awareness activities and much more. A staff of professional
environmentaJ educato rs and teachers will share their philosophies,
techniques, and experience using a "'hands on" approac h. The
Environmental Education Worksh op is being conduct ed in cooperation
with Berkshire .Community College in Pittsfield, MA, which will offer 2-4
credits for participation in the workshop and completion of a related
project. The cost of the program is $39 which includes meals, lodging,
and complete program from Friday dinner to lurich on Monday. Inquirie
s
regarding the worksho p should be made to Robert McMaster, Directo
r
of Outdoo r Education, Becket-Chimney Corners Outdoo r Center,
Becket, MA 01223, (413) 623·8991.
PR~ECTADVENTVRE

On Saturda y, May 12 from 10:00 a.m. until the bugs come out, HPER
Club present s Project Adventure Ropes Course. There will be group
games, a zip line, rope swings, balance wires, flea hops, balance logs and
more. This will all take place in the woods next to the softball field behind
the Student Apartments.

TO ALL HEALTH, PHYSI CAL EDUC ATION AND
RECREA TION MAJORS:
Want to become professionally involved in your field, work moreclosely
with your professors, meet other majors through out the state
to
exchang e ideas, and(or meet other professionals through out the state
and country through participation in State, District, and Nationa
l
conventions? Become more aware of new opportunities and ideas
in
your field-become an officer for the PEM club. New officers are needed
for 1979-1980 including President, First Vice President, Second Vice
Preside nt, Secreta ry, Treasurer) and Assista ntTreas urer. Preferen ce
is
given to sophom ores. Place your nominations in the enveJop ein Office
101 in the gym.
GmLS COUT CAMP WGTR W
Where were you the weekend of April 27th? Four SSC girls led a troop
of
Girl Scouts on a fun·filled, exciting camp-in. Group leader Kathy
Douglas highlighted the arts and crafts program with the presentation
of
"Rock' People." The new games program, presente d by Sharon
Green1eaf, was fun· filled, action-packed, and a good work-out was had
by alL There was no need to worry about proper nourish ment because
chief cook and bottle washer I M and M, kept the camper s coming back
for seconds with her fine gourmet cooking (thi:: meal consisted of hot
dogs). Lead singer Linda N~chols, practicing for her stage debut, led the
Girl Scouts in many a song (Linda will be appearing at Radio City Music
Hall next weekend). These were some of the highlights. Others included
:
Bingo, ghost stories, making some mores, jungle breakfast, serenading,
and ,learning how to pitch a tent in the rain.
CLASS .OF 1980
.
Please be expecting a Jetter in late Mayor early June concerning the
ordering of graduation gowns for Fall Comme ncemen t It is importa
nt
that you respond early to the letter. Convocation will be Septem ber 18.
STUDE NTAFF AlRS COMM ITfEE
Mandatory meeting--all mambers must attend. Day and time: Reading
Day.. Monday, May 14; 11 a.m. The agenda will, be sent to you. If you
cannot make it please contact the Chairpe rson immediately.

P re si de nt In te rv ie w ed
Jy Sue Asci
Preside nt Adrian Rondileau gave
an interview to BSC's Spare Paris
last week. He has been at BSC for
sevente en years and comme nted on
various aspects of the college.
Since Preside nt Rondileau has
been here, the student body as well
as the campus acreage has greatly
increase d .
'1 think that the student s are
more serious now than they were
sevente en years ago. r am pleased in
the sense that it's a good program of
education. If you're going to do a
good job, you have to keep adaptin g
ls
and keep improv ing. We're
constan tly improving old program s
which have become much stronge r,
and adding new ones," Preside nt
Rondileau said.
For many years the Preside nt had
been associa ted wittr other colleges
arid universities. He first taught at
Central Michigan University. He
was also involved with the New
York, Ohio, and South Dakota
systems. He uses his backgro und as
a basis for compar ison for assessin g
Bridgewater State College.
The tuition hike is an issue which
will affect Bridgew ater State College
Preside nt Adrian Rondile au was intervie wed on Spare Paris.
this fall.
"Gover nor King built the budget
and anticipa ted increase s in tuition school because of lack
of funds."
cultural events," and to give the
on all public institutions in the state.
Mr. David Morwick, Directo r of
campus a feeling of "united ness.
He made it clear to the college Financial Aid, gave
the same
1n the future, along with the
trustees that he expecte d them to assuran ce in an earlier
Spare Parts Liberal Arts and Science
.do their part in this way, the interview.
s, I think
there will be an emphas is on
'Presid ent comm -ented . "All
Preside nt Rondileau is. pleased commu
nity service areas and
colleges have. respond ed to that with the campus
as a whole as weU careers such as; social
,expectation. The new tuition is as with
work and
the commu nication s on comput er science
, said Preside nt
probably less than the tuition of six campus . He feels
that the media; the Rondileau. 'We will be
hiring a
years ago in terms of purchasil19 Comm ent, WBrM,
and Spare Directo r of Placem ent soon.
power. We will continu e to be sure Parts, function
We
well to "communialso anticipa te that the opportu nity
that a student won't be kept from cate ideas,
human factors, and
for jobs is going to be strength ened."
N

N
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La nq ua ge Q ue st io n
(Cont. from p.1)
that he was not positive of this and through 1971 tailed to
find a
remains in effect, it would appear that further research
would be substan tial Board of Trustee s
that Physical Educati on majors will. necessa ry but
he thought that this
ruling.
be required to take a foreign recomm endatio
n would be stopped
So, at press time the controv ersy
language if this proposa l is approve d at either
the All College Commi ttee
concern
ing a foreign. languag e
by the Preside nt.
level or at the Preside nt's desk.
requirem ent once again fills the air
A larger questio n is the matter of
A review of Underg raduate at Bridge watew r State. The
whethe r the Under gradua te Curricu lum
Commi
Under gradu ate Curric ulum
Curric ulum Comm ittee was dations was made ttee recomm ento
try and prove
Commi
ttee has voted in favor of
authoriz ed to deal with this matter Dr. Brenna n's
point concern ing the
one, the All College Commi ttee will
at alL Within the faculty contrac t the Board of Trustee s'
position. In 1970
be discussing it at their meeting on
Under gradu ate Curric ulum each departm ent filed
a request with
Monday
and at that time Dr.
Commi ttee only de.us with matters the Underg raduate
Curricu lum Rondileau's position will probabl y
referred to it by the All College Commi ttee concern
ing whethe r or
be stated by his apointe es on the All
Commi ttee. This matter of a
not they wished to require foreign
College Commi ttee, particularly
la'ngua ge genera l educat ion languag es in
their departm ents.
Vice Preside nt of Academ ic Affairs,
requirem ent was not referred to the Howeve r, a subsequ
ent review of all Wallace Anderso n. Keep your ears
Under gradua te Curric ulum Board of Trustee s
minutes for 1969 open for further details.
Comrfuttee. Howeve r, there is one
exception. to this rule in the
contrac t: "' .. ' .the Commi ttee shall
from time to time conduc t a College~
wide study of'the overall academ ic
prpgram in 'Order to conside r and
propQse ,. major changes in the
curricul um design.'"' The Commi ttee
feels that this recomm endatio n fails
within the guidelines of that
Joophole paragra ph. Dr. Brenna n,
Chairpe rson of the All CoUege
Commi ttee does not. He stated that
he did not feel the Underg raduate
Curricu lum Commi ttee handled
this matter legitim ately. Dr.
Brenna n had placed the foreign
language requirem ent on the All
College Commi ttee was to have
determi ned whethe r or not to
forwar d this matter to the
Under gradu ate Curric ulum
Commi ttee.
Dr. Brenna n indicated that he
does. notbel iueve this foreign
language requirem ent can be
WRITTEN BY STEPHEN C. BALDWIN
implem ented on the college
(READERS / INTERPRETERS PROVIDED)
governa nce level. He stated that his
FUND RAISING CAMP PROJECT
opinion that he thought the Board of
Trustee s had taken a position a
numbe'r of years ago, This position
was that foreign language position
JUNE 16,19.79
Tickets are
DATE:
was that foreign langua ge
ayailabl'!! at
the
F.B.C. Ott;'ice
8:00p.m.
require ments were to be conside red
TIME:
of Vet,wane /
under the purview of each separat e
Handicapp
ed.
HORACE MANN AUDITORIUM
R STATE COLL.
academ ic departm ent. He noted
PLACE: BRIDGEWATE
BRIDGEWATER. MA
---~
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Professor Named to Ministry
by Jim Calnan
Last Friday, May 4, 1979, Dr.
Arnold Klukas was appointed to the
Protestant Campus Ministry's
Board of Directors. Dr. Klukas is an
assistant professor of art here at
BSC is an ordained Episcopalian
priest who serves as an assistant at
the Trinity Episcopal Church here in
Bridgew~ter.

Since his childhood, Dr. Klukas
always wanted to be a priest and
professor. After receIVing his
Bachelor's degree, Dr. Klukas
internally struggled whether or not
to go to graduate school or the
seminary. After deciding to go to get
his degree in theology, Dr. Klukas
attended Yale. It was during the

1960's riot era so he left to finish his
'Study of theology at Oxford
University in England.
Dr. Klukas said that he "loved it at
Oxford" and was taken back by its
history and great sense of tradition.
In 1971. Dr.Klukas received his
diploma of theology from Oxford ,
and was now qualified to be
ordained a priest. Yet, he felt he
himself was not yet prepared· for
ordination.
Dr. Klukas then returned to the
United States to attend graduate
school. He returned to Yale, but
found tensions were still hot, so he
went to the University of Pittsburg
to study the History of Art. While
there, Dr. Klukas joined a parish as

Knowledge
•
IS IDlportant

, Silvana Kenul Eakin
Ou est Ie bureau de poste?
Ou est Ie bureau de poste?
Donde esta la casa de correos?
Dov'e l'ufficio postale?
Wo ist das Postaht?
Onde E 0 correio?
Goye Pochta?
Where is the post office?
1f you were lost in a foreign
country, would you be ble to ask for
assistance? More importantly, if you
were competing with a multi-lingual
foreigner, would you feel at a
disadvantage in selling your product
or idea? In this age of the
international market pice, it is
absolutely necessary to be versed in
foreign languages..
..., . . ,
:J~~~:, v;~ illWr~~J~, ,1,J(Y~~'7:'
travels, espedallyin Russia,:io find
how many people study English as
their second language. America,
considering itself an island nation ,
never has recognized the need for
multi-lingual abilities. But, times are
changing. We are a country of
immense economic and political
international responsibilities.
Therefore, it is becoming
increasingly evident that we have to
embark upon a recognityion of the
need to study foreign languages and
t come up to par with the capabilities
of our foreign friends and
competitors. There ar"'! a few recent
examples that demonstrate the
need for foreign language abilities. In
our dealings with the Soviet Union.
we are so dependent upon Russian
translators and justa handful of
Americans proficient enough to
deal with the language. During the
recent Chinese visits, our own
government did not have
interpreters of their own and had to
use the indispensable Mr. Chi. And,
let's keep in mind President Carter's
recent blunders in foreign lands, as
evidenced by his inept Polish
translator. Our faux pas are
indicative of, the lack of our
understanding of foreign languages
and cultures.
A minimum college requirement
should be at least two years of a
foreign language. This incorpc;>rates
not only the learning of a series of
connected foreign words but, most
importantly, an understanding of a
foreign country's cultural values. At
the present time, it has been
evidenced by Congressman Paul
Simon, working on the President's
Commission on Foreign Languages,
that nine out of ten Americans
cannot speak,read or efficiently
understand any language but
English. 90 per cent of all American
colleges have no' language
requirements for" admission.
College language requirements
have declined 21 per cent in the past
decade, while' our international
responsibilities have increased.
Only 17 per cent of American
foreign language students can
speak, read or write that language
easily. The study of a foreign

language is a means of expanding
communications, an awareness of
new cultures and a strengthening oj
international co-operation. Is is also
an asset in the job market. Why
should we allow the best bi-lingual
jobs in American businesses to go to
English-speaking foreigners? Let us
not isolate ourselves" but rather,
arm ourselves with' our most
important weapon, knowledge of a
foreign language.

a layman. He found working here
exciting and stimulating. It is here he
began his teaching experience. In
1973, after completing his work in
Pittsburg, he went off to England to
do some research. While in England
he underwent a Hconversion
experience. " He visited a 13th
century monastary which had been
restored by a group of nuns. He
began a discussion with the' nuns,
who reassured him of his vocation.
They took him to a chapel where he
prayed on his vocation. He then
returned to the U.S. in 1974 and was
ordained a deacon, and finally a
priest on Christmas 1975.
After his ordination, Dr. Klukas
was granted a fellowship by his
bishop to do research at the
National Gallery of Art in London.
During that summer he was to be
married, so to help make ends meet,
Professor Klukas took a job as a
part-time curate of a church in
London. While there he was
associated with the Parish's
Institute for Christian Education,
where solid Christianity is taught.
The institute ran classes for about
500 people a year. While here, Rev.
Klukas taught Christianity and the
Arts. He was 'the leader of what are
called cure groups. "A member of a
cure group commits him/herself for
about three years. The members
are taking part of a group dynamics,
but with faith." Dr. Klukas found this
experience most exciting.
In January of 1978 Rev. Klukas
received his Ph.D. and returned to
the United States. Professor Klukas
wished now to serve as a priest and

Jim Calnan interviews the Rev. Dr. Klukas

professor. At this time, his wife was
offered a position at Harvard.
Professor Klukas wished pow to live
and work in Massachusetts. So he
applied here at BSC and got the job.
Also, the Trinity Episcopal Church
needed an assistant and couldn't
afford' one, so he decided to also
work there.
Professor Klukas is pleased with
his choice of Bridgewater. He feels
"Bridgewater has a handsome
campus for a State College'" and
enjoys the many friends he h;l~
made. Rev Klukas is also "very
impressed with the Campus

Catholic Ministry" and says "Fr. Joe
is a real great guy."
While serving the Protestant
Catholic Ministry, Rev. Klukas
wishes "to use what gifts God has
given me to serve the wider
Bridgewater community" and he
also wishes to use his "priesthood
to help the Christians on campus."
The Rev. Klukas doesn't want to
force his opinions upon anyone, and
he won't wear his collar while on
campus. Dr. Klukas has a genuine
concern for the students here at
SSC and hopes his teaching of art
will give a deeper meaning to all.

A short course in

~·~·Bti:dJ{fBotubon.
History lesson: in
1897, Congress passed
the Bottled-in- Bond
Act which established
the standards for
Old Grand-Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys. Old
Grand-Dad is
s till bottled
in Bond
underU.S.
government
supervision.

100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.
No more. No less.

Final exam.
You need only one
sip to recognize
the clearly superior
quality and taste of
Old Grand-Dad.
Cheers!

Old Grand-Dad Bonded
is authentic Kentucky SOleI']~-rrlasn
Bourbon, made with clear limestone
water, the finest grains, and.aged in new
charred-oak barrels. .
Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green
tax stamp. It's your guarantee that the whiskey is
at least four years old.
Old Grand-Dad Bonded is
always aged longer.

Kt.'ntud<\' Slr.light Bourhon Whiskl·y.. l00 proof.
Bottled in Bond. Old Grand-D,ld Dh,tiJl"ryCo" Franidort, Ky,40601.
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Honors Day 1979
Honors Day was held at Bridgewater State College on Sunday, May 6,
from 2:00pm to 4:00pm, and 49 Bridgewater State College studentswere
honored for their achievements and contributions to the College.
Several huncred persons, including parents and friends of the award
recipients, were in attendance at the ceremony, presided over by VicePresident for Student Services, David Deep. Dr. Wallace L Anderson
Vice-President for Academic Affairs, delivered greetings anl
congratulations. President Adrian Rondileau· delivered greetings and
presented the awards.
A highlight of the afternoon ceremony was the presentation of a gift to
Pr~f:ssor .Elizabeth Hollis of the Department of Psychology, who is
retmng thIS year. Student Government President Al Silva made the
presentation.
The award recipients were:
Annual Afro-American Award
This award is presented to a male or female senior student of AfroAm;rican descent who has achieved the highest academic average
dunng the years as a student at Bridgewater State College. This award is
sponsored by the Black Faculty and Administrators at BSC.
Harriet Beasley·-Brockton
Sociology Major ('79)
Gladys L. Allen Scholarship
.
Awarded to a woman in the Junior Class who best exemplifies the
qualifications for student teaching set forth by Gladys L. Allen.
Margaret Cormier--Natick
Elementary Education Major ('80)
Karen Martin-·East Freetown
Elementary Education Major ('80)
Art Key Award
.
Presented to a graduating Art Major who has meritoriously completed
the ~c?ndary ~~uc~tion minor and who has demonstrated superior and
promlsl.ng quahtles In Art, and professional education for the teaching
profeSSIon, as well as a commendable scholarship record.
Claudia Sampson.·Bridgewater
Art Major ('79)
Patricia Mazzeo-·Bridgewater
,Art Major ('79)
Kappa Delta Pi Society Scholarship
Awar?ed ~o an u.ndergra.duat.e or senior student in high academic
standmg WIth a major or minor In education who plans to serve mankind
through the teaching prof~sion.
Beth Bailey--Whitinsville
Special Education Major ('80)
Denise Benoit·-Acushnet
Special Education Major ('80)
The Ellen M. Shea Award
This award, established by friends and students af Dr. Ellen M. Shea,
Dean of Students Emerita, is given annually to that student who plans to
make a career .of Guidance", CO!lnseling,Clranypf.th~ allied areas of
Stl.lde~~~P~tS6)'1.nel Wq~k. :~he' redpient'of the award .is chosen by a'
Committee composed of the professional staff of the Office of Student
Ufe, Tfle Director of PROGRESS, the Director of the STudent Union,
and the Financial Aid Officer. The award is based on scholarship, serivhe
p, service to the College, and professional potentiaL
Laurel Sharaf.. Lynnfield .
Psychology Major ('79)
Student Government Association Leadership Award
Sponsored by the SGA and selected by the underclass member of the .
Student Senate. This award is given to the senior who has shown
outstanding leadership in school and college activities.
Albert E. Silva, Jr.--Middleboro"
Psychology Major ('79)
Henry F • Werner Scholarship
This award is given by the BSe Police Association, Inc., to honor ML
Henry F. Werner. former Assistant to the President of this Coli>2ge. This
award recognizes high scholastic achievement.
Donna Eddy ..Plymouth
Physical Education Major (,82)

Al Silva receives SGA Leadership Award.
The Mary Isabel Caldwell Award
Initiated by friends of Professor Caldwell and given to a junior Health and
Physical Education Major student for the highest academic average for
the first two-and-one-half years at BSe.
Therese Giove--Everett
Physical Education Major ('80)
Julia C. Carter Award
Sponsored by friends of Julia C. Carter, former librarian. Presented to ta
student who has shown outstanding initiative and potential in the field of
school librarianship..
Paula Lanata-·Hull .
Special Education Major ('79)
Centennial Class Award in History
Sponsored by Dr. Jordan Fiore '40, in honor of the Class of 1940.
Awarded to the highest ranking senior student in the field of history.
.
Edmund Fitzgerald--Taunton
History Major ('79)
Barbara Chellis Memorial F ~lIowship
.'
Awarded by the Chellis M emorjarTruste~s in honoTof a gifted tei:\cher to
a senior English major going on to graduate studies i't,Eriglish.·Infhe'
event that no senior qualifies, the Fellowship of $500 may go to an,
Alumna/Alumnus already in graduate work. A committee from the
English Department will seleCt the recipient.
Susan Lawson--Reading ('78)
Choral Society Senior Leadership Award
THis award is given to the senior who has been an active participant of at
least one Choral group, demonstrating loyalty, dependability, and
unse.lfish cooperation during membership.
Gerard Delcourt·-Bridgewater
. History Major (,79)
"The Comment" Senior Leadership Award
The Comment Leadership Award is awarded annually to a member of
the graduating class who has contributed in a significant way to students
at BSC. The recipient is selected bv the staff of The Comment.the
student· newspaper.
Victoria Smialek·-Sh~ewsbury
English Major ('80)
Delta Kappa Gamma Award
$100 given to an underclasswoman student who excels in scholarship
and loyalty to responsibility. The recipient is selected by the Scholarship
Committee of Kappa Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society.
Beth Bailey-· Whitinsville .
"
Special Education Major ('SO)
Early. Childhood Education Award
Fo~ outstandingac::hievement and contribution made to the area of Early
Chtldhood Education. To a student who shows a willingness to support
cQQQera~e, and enhance Early Childhood Eduction at--nsC.
.'
the French Club. Mary Ann Arouca--Brockton
Elementary Eduction Major ('79)
Le Cercle Francais Award
Awarded to a senior for excellence in French and outstanding service to

My Lan Tran·-Brockton

There~a . .9.io~~,,~iJln~ .... of th~"l\1"rhtaPenis.(m"JiOndjJeau
Scholarship With c:ollpop Prp.;:inpnt Adrian RondHeau.

French Major ('79)
THe Judith Glynn Memorial Drama Award
The Judith G lynn Memorial Drama Club Award is given in honor of Miss
Judith Glynn, a' graduate of the Class of 1963. This.award is presented to
a member of the Ensemble Theatre who has stimulated an interest in
Drama and its-allied art forms, who has s~own willingness to accept any
role or task assigned and has nvt attempted to gain notoriety or applause
but has furthered the progresS" of the BSC Ensemble Theatre~
Michele Pecoraro--HanQver
Communication Arts' and Sciences .Major ('79)
M.Katharine Hill Prize
.
Sponsored by the Hill Memorial Fund in memory of a beloved and gifted
teacher, Mary Katharine Hill. Awarded to a senior whose interest in the
field of Literature has been outstandIng.
Karen Hallqren-·Mansfield
English Major ('79)
Lester G. Houston MemoriaJ.~cholarshlp
.To uphold thememary of Lester Houston, his dediction and
accomplishments in the field of social work and to' those students
involved in the pursuit of goals in social work. Amount based aon amount
accrued in one year. It will· be given on a yearly basis to art incoming
senior in the Social Work Program in good academic standing,
demonstrating attitudes consistent with the profession of. social work.
Roland Blair·-Brockton
Social Work Major (,80)
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Honors
(Cant. from p.6)

T. Leonard Kelly Award in Physical Science
Awarded in honor of T. Leonard Kelly, Chairman of the Department of
Physical Science at Bridgewater from 1942 to 1965, and presented by the
Dept. to that senior major in the Physical Science who has main~ained
the highest sholastic average throughout undergraduate studIes at
Bridgewater.
Thang T ran--Bridgewater
Chemistry Major ('79)

Stephen G. Laskoff Memorial Schol~lrship
Awarded to an undergraduate out-of-state student for academic
achievement and involvement in campus activities. Created by the 197576 Student Senate of the SGA. Candidate is chosen by a committe of
three students and three instructional faculty chosen by the SGA
President.
Mark Coltan--Old Saybrook, Connecticut
Sociology Major ('80)

The Lincoln Trust Company Scholarship
THis award is given to an underclassman with an excellent academic
record who has demonstrated leadership capacities, who participates in
a variety of campus activities and offers services to others in the College
Community,
Jean St. Andre··Linwood
English Major ('80)

Mathematics Award
F or excellence in Mathematics. Presented by the SSC Mathematics
Club.
Debra Sandonato··Quincy
Mathematics Major ('79)

Randy W. Miseph Award
This annual award is presented to the outstanding graduating Art major
student who has maintained high standards of excellence in the Art
program and in general studies.
Charlene Westcott--Pembroke
Art Major (79)
_

Omega Iota Phi Sorority Scholarship
Sponsored by the Omega Iota Phi Sorority. Awarded to the most
deserving underclasswoman who has maintained a high degree of self
reliance and seriousness of purpose.
Pamela Snow--South Weymouth
Special Eduction Major ('80)

Outstanding Student Librarian Awards

.

Given by the Library Committe and the Library Staff to the Student
Librarians of the Year who have distinguished themselves in
Librarianship.
Mary Ann Bernat--Palmer
English Major ('79)
Patricia McCullough--Brockton
Elementary Education Major (,79)

Political Science Graduation Award
Awarded to a graduating senior of high academic standingmaj~ring in
Political Science, who intends to utllize his/her political scierice major in
a professional field related to the discipline.
Dena Poirier··North Abington
Political Science Major (79)

S. Elizabeth Pope Award
Sponsored by Dr. Ellen Shea '35, in honor of S. Elizabeth Pope, former
Dean of Women. Presented to that senior elected by the women of her
class who has given of herself most generously in service to this college
. and in the promotion of good fellowship among her classmates.
Nancy Inman--Foxboro
Chemistry Major (,79)

Nicole Prince Memorial Award

.

Given to an undergraduate student for excellence in the field of English.
Selected by a committee for the English Department.
Susan Bolduc--Brockton
English Major ('79)

. Martin T. Rizzo Memorial Award
. Presented to a student interested in, but not necessarily participating in
athletics a student universally popular with his fellow students, a
student ~ho clearly demonstrates a determination to be academically
successful. The winner is selected by a committe of Vice Presidents,
Coaches, and Students.
Joseph O'Hailoran--East Walpole
Physical Education Major ('80)
The Martha Denison lJondileau Scholarship
This award from the Faculty Wives' Club of BSC to a sophomore or
junior
woman is given in recognition of s~holastic and
extracurricular accomplishment. The Club named thIS award the
Martha Denison Rondileau Scholarship in appreciation of their founder's
enduring interest and encouragement of scholastic pursuit and
participation in the College Community.
Therese Giove--Everett
Physical Education Major ('SO)

WBIM
Expects
Power
Increase
by Suzuki
I n case it has escaped your notice,
here at BSC we have a radio station
known as WBIM. It like several
other college and high school
stations broadcasts at the rather
low out~ut of 10 watts. There is a
good chance, according to Dr.
Veno that this will be increased to
100 w'atts by. the spring of 1980 in an
effort to avoid having the license
challenged by other broadcasters.
These challenges will be possible
due to a change in the Federal
Communication Commissions
policy regarding 10 watt stations.
According to Mr. Ed Perry of
Educational FrVt Associates this was
brought about by the desire of other
small br.l)adcasters to expand or to
eliminate interference with their
signals. The best<· defense against
license challenges is to apply for a
100 watt license.
The only immediate conflict
following this policy would be with
WSHt 91.3 FM Stonehill and.
WRPS 91.5 Rockland HIgh School.
Cooperation, partly through the
assistance of Mr. Perry's company
has solved that problem. If and
when WBIM applies for a license it
will, according to Dr. Veno, be
directional, which means that the
signal would be beamed toward
Middleborough and Taunton with
only a slight increase in Brockton.
Carl Donchess, general manager
of WSHL Stonehill, has informed
us that WSHL has already applied
for a directional 100 watt license

/===-'=-=-::;k-=-i_____
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The Racky
Awards
by Robert A. Cote
This column started out as a sour" grapes article. It would list aU the
complaints of the past two semesters. I then recalled what my mother
told me about catching flies and honey and vinegar and the like. Although
I'm not really interested in baseball right now I did decide to write a
positive thank you article instead. Therefore this article is to announce
the first anual Racky Awards.
In the category of dedicated service the winners are: the campus
police, town police, and town fire department. These men (and women)
have proven themselves to be most helpful in carrying out their duties
and responsibilities. Often times they have gone beyond what is required
of them.
The good food and service award goes out to Jeff, Donna, Mark, Patti
and the others at the Sub Shop for their alays courteous service. On
many occaisons they have gone out of their way to prepare sandwiches .
the way the customers like them.
The entertainment award goes to the Ensemble Theatre. The Theatre
has this .year provided us with the enjoyableproductions
, all equal in
entertainment value.
The Smooth Administration Award is presented to the Student Union
Director's Office. The people running this office handle many hundreds
of functions and events each year so smoothly that we take their
operations for granted. (Special thanks to Jean, Judi, and Janine.)
The Unsung Hero of SGA Award: This one is a cross toss·up between
Nina Val ante for her wisdom in regards to important issues and to Bob
Rulli for his behind the scenes election work.
The Thanks for Your Help Award goes to some of the members of the
Class of 1979 that have helped many students through their years here at
SSC. Their help and hardwork have not gone unnoticed or
unappreciated. The Racky awards committee wishes you the best of
luck in the future, especially to one particular senior who may not have
won a specific award but you will always be number one with me.
It you did not receive a Racky take heart. Perhaps yours was a service
that has yet to be noticedby an awards group but nevertheless someone
is sure to have noticed yo~r talents.

WBIM WBIM
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power that they would prefer to
remain at 10 watts. Mr. perrY who's

preSSing need for qualified paralegals in real
estate firms, courts,· corporations, govemmemt, and financial institutions, as well as th~
.
law itself. The Institute for Professional Studies
offers a program designed in accordanqe (,.,.-I'~
'I
with American Bar Association guidelines, .
.. .
'which leads to a Certificate and a good start
.
on a promising career. We urge you to call
or write soon for information; classes
' ~..n
fill rapidly.
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problem here.
The board of governors has not
yet approved what Dr. Veno
estimates at a $7-10,000 cost to
make the change. He is optimistic
they will for two reasons. First, he
believes that WBIM has shown itself
to be a very "professional" operation
and deserving of the increase.
Second, if the change is not made
and WBIM's license is ever
successfully challenged in the future
any investment made up until that
time will have been wasted.

Dr. Henry Rosen Award-

Edith G. &,boolman Award .

Louis Carmel STearns Award in Botany

Have

MAKE BIG MONEY
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$60.00 Per Hundred
Stuffing Envelopes
MUCH AS YOU WISH

Summer!!!
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Dr. William G. Virial Awara
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The Biology Club award is named in honor of Dr. William G. Vinal ar:d is
awarded for excellence in .the field of Zoology over a four year penod.
William Quist·-Norwood
Biology Major (,79)

rn.IEi

. . (617)~:935(r·

v.'r!1l!:OUd to be acc::nsdited by the New England ~ of ScI100Isapd Colleges. and bytheAssOOaiion
of I~pendent Colleges and ScIlooIS. We'reanAflrm.alivektionlEquai bpportu~ College.

.

Sponsored by the Alumni Association. Presented to that student who
has demonstrated the greatest proficiency in the Bota~ical Sciences.
Cynthia Coffin-·Cataumut
.
. . BioJom?Major ('79)

INSTI1VII FOR
PIlOFDSIOIIAL

921 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02115

..

SponsorecJ by Edith G. Scho.olman, Class o,f 1925, and awarde~ to that
senior who has shown creatIve excellence In the study of Enghsh.
Mary Ann Bernat··Palmer
English Major (,79)

''--___

.CLASSES BEGIN MAY 29th

sse

The Dr. Henry Rosen Award, .sponsored by the Dr. Henry R~sen
Memorial Scholarship Fund, is presented annually to a graduattn~
~senior of high academic standing, majoring in educaion. who IS
recognized for service rendered to the· Colle.ge and·' w~c:> h~s
demonstrated high capability in instructional medIa, The reCIpient IS .
. selected by the faculty of the Instructional Media Departm~nt. Sele
based upon the criteria of 'academic excellence, servIce and
professionalism which were characteristic of Dr. Rosen.
Theresa McGrath..Hyde Park
Special Education Major ('79)
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History seemed to be repeating
itself. The police charged; students
resisted. It could easily have been
Kent State. But it was Bridgewater,
the scene of a mass takeover of
Boyden Hall staged for the cameras
of United Artists.
On Wed. evening, May 2, the final
arrangements were made between
Bridgewater and United Artists
which allowed a riot secene to be
filmed here for the upcoming movie
A Small Circle of Friends.
According to Maureen Fitzgerald,
the dorm students were called
together around 7:00 p.m. Sign up
lists were passed through Pope,
Wood and Scott Halls in an effort to
get movie extras.
A lottery was held at 8:00 a.m.
Thursday morning to decide on the
100 who would be chosen. The
filming was scheduled to occur
between Sp.m. Thursday and 5 a.m.
Friday. "All roads to the Boyden
Hall area (Grove, Park and Summer
streets) will be blocked off" said
Fortunato Gracia. Chief of Campus
Police. "There will be extra police,
fire and medical help on duty.
By late afternoon, rumors
abounded around the campus.
Many commuting students' were
upset that they were not given the
chance to be selected. Some people
had suggested a protest of the mock
protest. Others suggested that the
National Guard would be brought
on' campus to maintain peace. Still
others hinted at the possibility that
actor Charles Bronson was on his
way to Bridgewater.

i

Department
of Continuing
Education classes being held at
Boyden were moved to the Library.
Black Power signs were hung from
the walls of the building. By 7:00
p.m., the lights and cameras were in
position. Hundreds of people lined
up at Tilly and Wood to watch the
production. But the question on
everyone's mind was: "Why
Bridgewaterr
"We were contactedby the studio
on April 27 ." said Dave Wilson, who
was in on the final negotiations .
."Over the weekend they· seriously
began considering us. Tufts
University was favored but due to
scheduling problems, we were
chosen." According to Wilson the
director stated Bridgewater was
"one of the best locations they've
ever shot at."
The film stars Brad Davis
(Midnight Espress) , Karen Allen
(Animal House) and Jameson
Parker (China Syndrome). Director
Robut Cohen (Thank God it's
Friday) seemed pleased with the
results of the shooting. There were
some minor head injuries during the
riot sequence. The Studio, to

" We

Won't Go!!!"
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Small
Sircle
Friends

protect itself and the students,
included a clause in the contract
that would pay for any injuries to
extras used in the shooting and
damages resulting from it. The
offices on the first .floor Thursday
night became a .disaster ,area.
Papers were scattered throughout
the building. and students who were
not hired as extras managed' to
sneak into Boyden and' work their
,way' into the scenes.
Several times' the production had
to be halted due to inclement
weather. But this didn't 'seem to
bother students involved with the
shooting. The first take of the
evening was as close to the real
thing as could. be. Direcotr Cohen
stated: "Don't think of this as a
movie .. When the police came, it is
real and you will react as if it is real.
"The students were to give a slight
resistance to the police that
marched to Boyden. Instead, these
extras began to fight with the police.
Students began to punch, bite
and kick the veterans of the
Harvard riots of the late 60's. The
police reacted in an expected
mannEir: retaliation. Soon police.
were swinging riot sticks and guns
and the demonstrators were leaping
off .of police vans into the officers.
To .observers in the distance it was
, too .realistic (to the point· of being
frightening).
It continued on this way
throughout the night and on into
Friday morning. At the conclusion
of each scene,· the rioters would
applaud the police and the polic'e
would applaud the students. the
students. Quite a change from the
.
,
riots of the 60's.
All in all, everyone involved
seemed to enjoy themselves. That
is, all except those who Were trying
to get some sleep.

"We Won't Go!"
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I):he Arts I Dream Reviewed
by Karen Tobin
I attended the Friday evening
performance of A Midsummer
Night's Dream and found the
production thoroughly charming.
There were, of course, a few
problems, but I think that the
production in as a whole was strong
enough to rise above those factors.
John Payne knows that the storm building up over the Andes makes
It would be very difficult to write a
the chances for success nil, but there are six cases of the new miracle
really comprehensive synopsis of
drug pyrohexaclorinatedyaluminaoxysulphazynamine in the old, beatthis play because it is rather
up Spad, and the colony ofCholos beyond these mountains dying of the
complicated, with three inherent
to
Caron, Lori Pender, Mary
Julie
dreaded Dutch Elm Blight. As Payne's comical orease monkey, Patsy
"wining plots. I will, however, attempt
Glauben. ~~Ildy Doyle. and Jodee Vicari inA Midsummer Night's Dream.
Kelley, rolls the S pad out onto the runway, F ranees Gifford dashes out of
to give a rundown of the basics.
The third group involved is the there were several exceptional
the hangar, wearing her voguish new windsock. ,.John, John she pleads,
Hermia (Michele Pecoraro) is loved
fairies. The King, Oberon(Randy performances. Michele Pecoraro
flinging herself into his arms "Lloyd Corrigan says the updrafts over the
by two men--Lysander(T om
Doyle), is jealous of his wife was absolutely right as Hermia.
valley of Montezuma's Revenge will spiral you into the gorge. Please,
Titania(Lisa Caron) because she Vocally, and physically, she suited
Sullivan), whom she also loves and
please, pleeeeez, I beg you, let those crummy Indios die. Don't throw it all
Demitrius(John Richards), whom
has captured a little Indian Boy(Elia the role and there was nothing at all
away, our 10ve. But John shrugs her off, noting with pique that her tears
she loathes, but, whom her
Levine) and is giving all her attention to complain about in her
and the slanting rain have run t~e colors of his new Madras flight suit. In
father(Richard Camuso) wants her
to this boy. Oberon plots with his
performance. Mary Pia has just the,
the shadows he sees the one he truly loves, Susan Cabot, fearful for his
Hfe, but knowing that he must do this good thing. "Knock out the chocks,
to marry. Demitrius loves Herniia~
mischevous assistant Puck(Mary
right level of michevousness and
Patsy." John yells over the roar of the wind and dashes for the Spad.....
but is loved by another woman,
Pia) to dab the sleeping Titania's
spirit as Pack. Randy Doyle was also
(You'l! pardon me. Occasionally the Writer takes over from the Critic
Helena_ (Julie Hayes)), whom he
eyelids with a potion which would
very good as Oberon, the fairy King.
and the sound of me own silver words becomes a tot too much and I get
despises. Hermia is brought before
make her fall in love with the first
The craftsmen-·Don Capen, Brad
carried by the craft of writing .. It usually happens in a column in which I
Theseus, the Duke(Mat Reilly) who
thing she sees upon awakening.
Craven, Steve Gomley, Richard
set out to openly attack someone. Which is what this is.) (Hold it. Make
is having his own problems with an
Oberon has seen Helena prusuing
Putrey, Paul Healy and Craig Truax
that The Craft of Writing. I'm feeling festooned with power. It means I'll
Amazon-type woman, Hippolyta(JiIl Demetrius and took pity on her, so
were all excellent. Their play-withinprobably get actively abusive.)
.
Sheppard), whom he intends to
he also arranges to have Demetrius'
a-play sequence was probably the
Anyway the problem is...
,
single funniest scene I'v seen in my
marry although. she disagrees eyes annointed with the same
(on second thought, make that THE CRAFT OF WRITING. If I'm
violently. Hermia is told that she has substance (Puck, however mistakes
entire life! It was perfectly blocked
going to be pretentious, I might as well go all the way.)
three days to decide to either marry Lysander for Demetrius, and
and performed. Don Capen as the
Margaret Mead, the late anthropologist. once observed that, it is
the man of her fathe'r's choice, Lysander falls in love with Helena.
romantic hero, Brad Craven as the
possible to judge the level of a civilization by the amount of religion it
romantic hervine, Craig Truax as
swear to remain single all her life or Demetrius is also touched with this
needs to sustain itself. The closer to barbarism, the more religion the
die for her disobedience. Hermia substance and also falls in love with
the narrator, Paul Healy as the lion,
Steve Gormley as the moon and
and 'Lysander decide to run off Helena. This is all straightened out
culture needs.
Father Coughlin and his Church of the Little Flower in Detroit,
through the woods to be married by the end of the play), Titania falls
Richard Putney as the wall were
spreading anti-Semitic poison.
and escape persecution. They are in love with Bottom, now bearing
hysterically funny. The scene, filled
Sirhan Sirhan murdering Bobbv Kennedy because he supported the
followed by Demetrius, who is the head of an ass and she and her
with sight gags and dou~le
Israelis over the Arabs. The Hebraic faith versus the Mohammedans.
foHowed by Helana. Through the servants Moth(Cheryl Potvin),
entendres had the audience literally
Christian Scientists letting th~ir children die' rather than allowing a
in tears with merriment. The other
actions of a well meaning fairy King Reaseblossom{Jodee Vicari),
and hl's ! rather refrl'lctory assistant Mustardseed(Jull'e Glauben) and
surgeon operate.
Performances were generally
both Lysari"ci'erand l.J'emerriu"-'" -fall t'n" C 0 bwe b(Lon. P end er ) t a k es B0 ttam
The Spanish Inquisition. T orquemada torturing women and children
compentent. One major disappoint
The
Salem
witch
trials.
The
Dan
Smoots
and
the
Paul
for doubting.
love with Hele~
,
.
,
~way. Eventually this too is ment was Julie Hayes' portrayal of
Harvey's and the George Putnams ..... who coat theitbigotry and evil with
.;traightened out. Titania falls in love
Helena. Julie is a good performer
Hermia. E~~ritually the fairies
sanctimonious jelly of religion. All the martyrs ~ho ever were. Christ,
straighten every thing
with Oberon again (with the help of
and she did a good job with what she
who would shrink horror at what his faith and kindness has become.
was working with, but I think that
Lysander falls in love with H~ the same substance that caused all
My position: religion is an evil MId debilitating force in the world.
the entire interpretation of the
,again, and Demetrius falls in love this confusion) and Bottom is
In a time when men are separated economic barriers, by social and
with Helena. Hermia's father and returned to his former(human)
character should have been
political beliefs, by territorial and linguisticwalls.....religion keeps them
Duke Theseus agree to their state. Neither Titania nor Bottom is
rethought. If Helena is a
stup~ kee~ the;m,lntractable. keeps them locked within their own
solution and they all, we can quite sure whether this has all been
contemporary of Hermia, as they
fears.
assume, live happily ever after. The real or a dream. Everything in all the
both imply, then why is Helana
It becomes hideously transparent when you look at the following
play ends at the festivities marking plots is straightened out neatly_ This
played so much older than
statement made by a Protestant woman living in Ulst~r. Probably a good
the weddings. of Lysander and is a very simplified and sketchy
Hermia? Some of Helena's antics
woman, a woman who would never intentionally hurt anyone else... and
Hermia. Demetrius and Helena,' and outll'ne , but t'o b'e more detal'led
would have been more appropriate
saying, "They had that new housing project, and all the Roman Catholics
Theseus and Hippolyta.
would be to write a book rather than
to a Lucille Ball or Carol Burnett
moved in, and·-a Roman Catholic coal man told me this--they wanted the
This brings us to the second plot, .; review.
character than to a Shakespearian.
coal dumped in the bathtubs. Now it~s a slum. They're dirty. All they want
which involves a group of craftsmen
One difficult' .,aspect of dOI'ng a
character,
even a comic one. Still,
to is drink and lie around. And as long as they go and confess they think
who are trying to organize a play for Shakesperian 'play(or any play
the· audience enjoyed Julie's
it's aU right. They breed like rabbits, you know ...
the celebration of Thesiu's wedding. written in verse) is making the
performance, so I really can't say
I could'hear a White woman saying the same thing'aboui black men:
that it was a bad performance-.
They decide to go to the woods to ' -words flow easily. It is easy to end up
They move into a new neighborhoqd. a new.project. and next thing you
rehearse it. Quince(Craig Truax), with a stilted style,-a period at the
indeed, I don't think it was bad, just
know, it's a slum. They'll live in filth and starve their kids, so long as they
mis-interpreted.
Bottom(Donald Capen)~ Flute (Brad end of each line" as one friend
can drive a Cadillac. And they breed like rabbits, you know .... "
Craven),Starveling(Stephen expressed it. Several performorers
The set and costumes were
How l ',they do believe it, all of them, all of us.
Grecian for the scenes
the city
Gormley), Snout{Richard Putney); were particularly sucessful in
That the Lord speaks only to us, in Yiddish or Latin, or Arabic. That
and Snug(Paul Healy) run into some making their speeches sound
and fanciful for the woodland scenes
God is on our side. Holy Wars, each of them. And will they never realize
interference while rehearsing. meaningful and natural without
. The changes were accomplished
what they do?
Through intervention of the fairies losing the charm and rhythm that is
by the fairies, which added a nice
.Is it any wonder that kids today reject God?
,
point of transition from' reality to
mentioned above. Bottom ends up inherent in well-read verse.
How can they believe in such a God, who brings hatred and terrot' to
wl'th the head of an ass. In addition
Matthew Ret'lly , Ml'chele P e coraro,
'
fantasy. These changes were done
his supplicants? Such a God must be totally mad, Living in a Heaven that
quickly and smoothly. Some of the
to this, the queen of the fairies falls in Don Capen, Brad Craven, Mary Pia
is certainly Hell, and sending down messages of awfulness to be written
lovoY with him and carries him off to and Randy Doyle dl'd an
lighting cues were also correspond·
~
in blood and treachery and bigotry.
.
,
her tower to be waited upon by her exceptionally good job in that
ant with the actions of the fairies and
No, wait a minute, I've gone too far. My ,friend Larry mak~s a"gomf
assistance. (Bottom is never quite respect . Rt'chard Camuso' a
Johnl s o sdded on feeling of fantasy to
point. It isn't religion because religion is merely a belief. If you believe in
certa,in if all of this is real or a dream) Rt'chards
Tom Sulll'van , J U I'e
Hayes
"
,
1
the 'production, .
yourself, or you believe in people being kind to one another; or you
He is eventually restored to his band a'nd Lt'sa Caron also were ra ther
As ,a whole, I'd say that the
believe in that fine chair over ther, that's religion. Being part of the
of rather frightened friends and their successful l'n thl's as:nect of th
'.Y,
' e
production \.vas very enJ·oyable.
universe is lovely; you breathe out carbon dioxide for the plants, and
play goes on.
p.roduction.
plants breathe out oxygen for you, and when you see a falling, youknow
As far as overall performances go,
(Cont. on p. 11)
that God is the Natural Order of things, and if you area part of that
NautralOrde;r, then you are God, and I am God. and even that
sorrowful, mindlessly hating in Ulster is God. And that's cool.
It's organized religion. It's religion with a label. Religion with a lot of
smart·ass rules to it. That's what stinks. It's what keeps all those old
Jewish men on Fairfax from having a nice bacon, lettuce, and tomato
sandwich. It is what sends all those young girls into the .ghoulish lives of
nuns (1
women who have, as the church states, "married Christ.'"
by Joe McDonald
possiblilty that a keyboa~dist and a York Doll' David Johansen is
And if that isn't theological necrophilia, I don't know what is.) It's what
Rumor has it that Elton John may second guitarist will be added to the producing Mick Ronson's new
twists men's minds.
album. The Cars have completed
,tour the \, United States and the
band..
And now having thus postioned myself, I await, with dean hands and
Soviet Union some time between
August 15th, 16th and 17th will be their second album. Current
calm disposition, a lightning bolt from on high to strike me in my agnostic
May and Septem,ber. The Soviet
the tenth anniversary of the working title is No Breaks and is
spleen If any of you find my winding my merry way around campus
shows are tentatively scheduled to
legendary Woodstock festival. It will produced by Roy Thomas, Baker.
come finals week, it probably means that God did not take too unkindly
follow three concerts in Jerusalem,
also be the weekehd for Woodstock The album is' due in June as are
my pulling the covers off of those who say they serve Him while in reality
II. The exact location, is unknown. albums from Peter Frampton,
two in Tel-Aviv and one in Cairo.
giving homage to a far more crimson master.
The U.S. stops would involve right now however it will not be held Martin Mull and Edgar Winter.
in Bethel, New York (site of the Switched on Bach creator Walter
mostly small halls much like the
original festival). Bands will be Carlos is now Wendy Carlos.
Orpheum.
'.'
"
J2
divided between veterans c. : the first Carlos had the sex-change
The Who will play their first live
Woodstock, current big narnes and operation back in 1972. And last but
shows in the United States since
up and coming groups. Tickets will not least, The Runaways have finally ,
1976 sometime this summer in New
'York City. In addition to these
cost $37.50 for the three days and broken up for good.
Alvin Lee, the driving force
dates, the band will play at an arena
Celebrate the end of the ye<\r at
will be sold on a random computer
in Cannes, France on May 12. The
selected basis, Total sales will be behind Ten Years After" has
Reggae Night, featuring Loose
released his second album entitled
Unite Our Children, _, ,..and Dont concert will coincide with the
Caboose.
limited to 300,000.
Fleetwood Mac's Christine Ten Years Later/Ride On. The 'disc
European release, of The Kids are
Loose Caboose is a six-piece Miss Love.
The musicians
are Jahan Alright and Quadrophenia and the
McVie is currently making plans to is a superb coUeGtion of blues rock.
group that has been playing in New
marry Beach Boy Dennis Wilson. While side two was recorded in the
England for the last five years. They 13ullock..lead vocals, congos, and American re-release of Tommy.
Before they can marry, however, studio, side one was recorded live
just appeared in concert with Gil percussion; Boo Pearson-·congos Ot,ltside of the addition of Kenny
Scott, Heron, and hope to be and percussion; DavidBoartwright- Jones on drums(who replaced the' Wilson's divorce from wife Karen on stage. The live side conatains a
(Cant. on p. 11) late Keith Moon),there' is a
(Cant. on p. 11)
Lamm has to be finalized. Ex New
recording later this year. Currently
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Dream
(Cont from p. 10)
Even the aspects which I did not
agree with did not greatly damage
the overall appeal. I was very please
to see such a fine performance of a
Shakespearian comedy by an
American college group. To
perform Shakespeare is a challenge
and this cast, crew and director
certainly met that challenge.
This is the last Ensemble Theatre
production for the 1978-79 season.
Next season will include the musical
Man 0/ LaMuncha on October
25th, 26th, 27th, Bertolt Brecht's
Mother Courage on November
29th and 30th and December 1st, a
children's musical version of
Winnie the Pooh on March 6th12th and Neil Simon's Plaza Suite
on May lst,2nd and 3rd.

Notes
(Cont. from p. 10)
'stunning version of Going HJome
that rivals his earlier versions. This
is a must for all lovers of pure rock
and roll.
The Roches are the latest and
represent the best of the new wave
of New York folk singers. These
three sisters rely greatly on vocal
harmonies and accoustic guitars. Ex
King Crimson
guitarist Robert
Fripp and Synergy's Larry Fast help
on certain cuts, providing an electric
feel to them. Humourous, yet
musically perfect throughout.
Tokyo's Budokan seems to be the
; popular place to· record an album.
Columbia Records has just released
Bob Dylan at Budokan. This two
record set represents a mix of Dylan
c1assics;most of which have
,undergone severe face lifts. The
band on the album is the same one
that accompanied Dylan on last
years tour. The quality ofthisalbu1J1
is much better thar Cheap Trick's
recent" effort. .1:J' ,I ~\, ,", i " :~~J ,:,
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Outside Bridgewater/Brockton
Current--Dracula will be at the Colonial Theatre, 106 Boylston
Street, Boston through May 13. Performances are Tuesday through
Saturday evenings at 8:00 p.m., Wednesday and Saturday matinees at
2:00 p.m., and Sundav matinees at 3:00 p.m.
Current--Lewis W. Hine, 1874-1940: Ph9tographer of the
Human Condition, an exhibition of 220 original photographs by the
great American documentary photographer, will be on view at the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston until June 3. For further information or
photographsLJ?lease call 267-9300, ext. 445
Current--Who's Afraid o/Virginia Wool/? will be at Trinity Square
in the Downstairs Theatre until June 3. Tickets are: Saturdays at 8 p.m.,
$8.00; Fridays at 8 p.m., $7.00; Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Sundays at 8 p.m., $6.50; Wednesdays. Saturdays, and Sundays at 2
p.m., $5.00. Student, rush tickets are available ~·hour before the
performances at the box office at 201 Washington Street, Providence,
R.I. For ticket reservations and further information, call the box office at
(401) 351-4242.
Current--Colorful three-piece silk and ue/vet suits and feathered tricornered hats are but a few of the highlights in the Boston Museum of
Fine Arts' superb exhibition The Well-Dressed 18th Century Man
until September 2nd. For more information, please call Shawn MeG ivern
or Mollie B.ell at 267·9300. ext. 445 or 446.
May 11--The Opera Department of New England Conservatory will
present 'an informal afternoon of opera scenes at williams Hall at 5:30
p.m. Admission is free. For information call the Jordan Hall Box Office at
536·2412.
May 11, 12--the Hartford Ballet will perform in Dance/New
England '79 at 8:30p.m. at the Boston University Theatre. Tickets are
$6.00 and $7.00 each. For more information, call 547·2541.
May 11, 12, 13-·The Boston Crafts Expo will be open at the
Commonwealth Pier Exhibition Hall, Northern Avenue, Boston. The
show will be open on the 11 th from 'noon to 10 p.m., the 12th from 10 a.m.

to 10 p.m., and the 13th from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Admission is $2.00. '
children under 10 are free with parents. Group rates are available for
groups of 20 or more by contacting Rudy Kowalczyk at (203)224-8388.
For other 'Show information.• ~ontact the C9mmonwealth ~ier Exhibition
Hall at 542-8828.
May 12--The South Shore Music Circus opens its box office for its '
1979 ticket sales. The box office will open at 10:00 a.m. The box office is
located just off route 3A on Sohier St. in Cohasset. Tickets for such
attractions as The Osmonds, ShaNaNa, Lou Rawls, Johnny Cash, Roy
Clark, Bobby Vinton, and Guys and Dolls are among the attractions
this summer. For more information, call RobertJ. Donovanat(617)383~
9850.
May 18--NEC Night at the Pops with student soloists performing
with The Boston Pops Orchestra. Tickets are $12.50 and $11.00. Tables
(seating 5) are $62.50 and $55.00. For more information, call NEe
Alumni Office at 267-5582. This will take place at Symphony Hall at 8:00
' .
p.m.
May 19--Dance Variation, Program
will be performed at the
Hotel Bradford Ballroom at 8:30p.m. as part of Dance/New England 79.
Tickets are $4.50 each. For more information, call 547-2541.
May 19-June 24--A Phoenix Too Frequent will be playing at the
New England Repertory Theatre in Worcester. Tickets are $5.00 for
Frociay and Saturday at 8:00 p.m., and $3.50 for Thursday at 8:00 p,m.
and Sunday at 2:00 p.m. Call 798·8685 for reservations
May 25, 26--New England Dinosau,f will be presented as part of
Dance/New England 79 at 8:30 p. m. in the Boston University Theatre.
Tickets are $4.50 and $5.50 each. For reservations and more
information, call ArtiCulture at 547-2541.
.
June 1, 2--Concert Dance Company performs at 8:30 p.m. at the
Boston University Theatre as Dance/New England 79 brings its 1979
season to a close. Tickets are $4.50 and $5.50 each. Call ArtiCulture at
547-2541 for reservations and information.

m

Bridgewater/Brockton
Current--Group Talent by WEB will be on display in the Student
- Union Art Gallery as follows: Mondays 11-2, Tuesdays 11-2 and 5-7,
Wednesdays 4-7, Thursdays 11-2, and Fridays 11-2. Sponsored by the
S.u.P.C.
May 11--1he Bridgewater State College Choral Society presents its
annual Spring Concert at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Union Auditorium.
Admission jl"! lr"lP..

May 12--Loose Caboose, a reggae band, will be in the Student Union
Ballroom from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight. Tickets are $1.75 and
available in the Info Booth. Sponsored by S.U.P.C.
May 18~-A Disco with records spun by Denise Martin from WBIM will
be in the RathskeUar from 8:00 p.m..to 12:00 midnight. Sponsored by the
S.U.P.C.

'"

caooose
(Cont. from p. 10)
-guitars and uocals; and Monda
Chisum--dubwise sound engineers.
Loose Caboose is looking
forward to per/orming May 12,
from 8:00 pm to 12:00 midnight
at Bridgewater State Collegr in the
Student Union Ballroom. The euent
is sponsored by the Student Union
Program Committee. Tickets are
$1.75 and are auailable in the
information Booth. All are
welcome. A bar will be set up in the
Demonstration Room.

Good Luck!
Next time you're in Me.rico, fifo]) bll'and /'i:-;it the Oll'n '() /a/J1'ica ill 'fl'(Jllila ..

Since 1795 we've welcomed
our guests with ourhest.
. A traditional taste of
Cuervo Gold.
Visitors to Cuervo have always been
greeted in a special 'way.
They1re met at the gates and invited inside to experience the unique taste of Cuervo Gold.
. This is the way we've said uwelcome"for more than 180
years. A nd it is as traditional as Cuervo Gold itself.
For this dedication to tradition is what makes Cuervo
Gold truly special. Neat,on the rocks, with a splash of soda,
in a perfect Sunrise or Margarita, Cuervo Gold will bring
you, back t;() a time when quality ruled the world.

'Cuervo~Th~ G.~ld stand.~~d ~~~~.,1795. ,
:.....;-.--,.._ _-:--_ _ _ _ _ CUERVO ESPECIAUD T~Ql)lL~.80:P,~qqF; lMp.oRTED f\I\!D, 80TTLfD BY ©1978 H,EJ.J BLEIN, INC" HARTFORD, CONN,--,-~..........:.:-..;....;.,;...".,-_ _ _--.A

A special thanks to the seniors in
the Program' Committee who have
contributed so much to' thhe
Student Union and have brought a
variety of programs to our campus
community, Good luck to you ail-Teresa McGrath, Chairperson;
Melanie Shepherd, Vice Chairperson; Steve Gray, chairperson of
,Entertainment; Eileen Horgan,
.chairperson' of Entertainments
Educational Services; Maureen
Maroney, Chairperson of
Communications;, arid Steve
Money, Chairperson ofFine ZArts.
Congratulations and best wishes
to Mary Lane, ' Chairperson of the
Board of Governors and Linda
Webster, Vice, Chairperson ofthe
Board of Governors and Chair
person of Program Commirree. -

WEB atBSC
Enjoy the multi·faceted art shOe in
the Student Union Art Gallery,
.featuring art, work done by women
artists from the Boston ?lrea.
Come" up to the third floor ofthe
Student Union. The hours the
display will, be open a~e as follows:
Mondays 11·2
Tuesdays 11·2 and5-7
Wednesdays 4-7
Thursdays 11-2
Fridays 11·2 "
Come up ahdenj6yl'
,

',r

....,,':,.
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C lassifieds
for sale
1973 Ford Maverick, 6 cyl., auto; good
condition. Snows Included, 86,000 mi. '$1100
Can 584-4375.
for sale - 1968 Olds Cutlass Supreme, enginel
overhauled two months ago. New brakes_
Good transportation. $300 or Best offer. Call
Steve 697-7186.
1971 Toyota Corolla 72,000 miles, recent valve
job. Reliable and economical, $800 Call Rick
697-6245 nights, weekends.

1978 Honda Twin Star. 185 cc. excellent
condition· a fun bike. MUST SELL! $850.00 call
758-9027
Doberman Pinschers A.K.C. Black/rust '.
6 weeks. M&F. Excellent Protection - $150.
588-9325.
K·Mart Quadraphonic g.track tape deck.
Excellent condition. Very good sound. Asking
$70 for unit that originally cost $250. Call
Kathy in Pope Hall Room 118 .

"7r Chrysler Newport. GO condition P.B.
P.S. rr window defogger $450 call 828-9258.
Ask for Linda
18' Sol Catamaran for sale. Includes sails &
trailer: It's a great day sailor & racer· good
condition. Must sell! call 758-9027

housing
Summer Rental Studio Apartment wull
kitchen and bath. Ideal for one or two persons.
Two minute walk from campus. Inexpensive
rate. Call Tina Conlon or Terry McCue after
6p.m.·697-8321 ext. 383,382,381.
APARTMENT Subletting for June, July, and
August. 2 to 3 people·260 a month (wining to
negociate). Two bedrooms, Iivingroom,
Kitchen and Pantry. Furnished. 68 Spring St.
Apt. rio.4 Bridgewater. Call 697-2673 or 6978136.

lost 5/3: a gold braided bracelet with great
sentimental value. Lost in parking lot or
around the library area. If anyone has found it
please call Kathy at 947-7075.

services
Available for typing. No advance notice
necessary. Reasonable Rates. Please call 6974152. Kathy Sellstone

employment

To Jayne, I can't understand why I didn't
notice you before. After 4 years of classes
together ....

I ..

To Jan and Jayne, Here's to Steak, broccoli
with cheese sauce, and companionship in my
apartment tonight.
To Nance with the double maior, The neo..... you
is something else. I'm fascinated and want to
know more. Are you interested?-Glen

ATTENTION: PE 462 students will be holding
Bridgewater's first annual JUGGLE-OUT
behind the Union (fountain side) on Friday
May 11 from 1-4p.m. Come watch the
Unknown Juggler's perform and learn how it';
done. Lots of fun in the sun, games& jugglingA good time for all.

Wayne H.-Thank you for being my friend and
helping me through many heartaches. Agreed,
you may not do everything in a socially
acceptable manner, but I still love you. Have a
good summer and keep in touch. Love and
Kisses-A Friend

MAGS: Happy Graduation! I hope you'll be
happy always and remember to come back
next yeaLl miss you - I'm going to the Cape the
25th-Let's party soon; there's A LOT to tell
you; a real Lot! STAY CLOSE-Love ya.
Rembrandt

Cheb. Things are looking up for me and I thank
you for it. You have always been there when I
needed you. The note you left me at the front
desk was just what I needed to get thru the
weekend. Take care always Moe.

You guys! One year gone, I'm gonna miss you
this summer. Especially after Nola almost
killing Kath's plant and nearly drowning me,
you'll get yours'. Kath·l'm gonna miss our late
,night talks, you're the best company at 2:00 in
the morning! Jane·good luck next year-visit us
-Vic

Steven-Here is your last personal from SSe.
Wow-What a year! Can you believe all that
has happened in such a short time? Sure an
going to miss you when you're not here to
share classes and freetime with! Thanks for
making my Junior year the best ever.

WE ARE FAMILY,-l. Who made those
delicious brownies? Space Riding with Lynn.
MID WEEK BOOZE URGES, SEXUALLY
FRUSTRATED? Apt. Life is all right-A,
especially for the 6B Supremes_ Space cadet
S.M.
Hey Desh, see ya around-I bet you can't wait
for out 5th year reunion, right? Thanks for a
great 14 n1onths_ I love you even though you
are crazy. Don't worry, next year will be even
better thal'l this one. I guarantee it. Love you
forever. Allouicious Artebertenaut
"Roomies ~Doreen and Paula: The luck in
everything and don't woory you both have a
super job out there waiting for you! We had a
great year and we'll never forget it. Good luck
always. Kay
N

Hi Jim-I thought I'd write my first (and last)
personal to you. Our friendship over this past
year is one thatI'll always treasure. But all
good things ;"ust come to an end, and now it's
time to go our separate ways. Good luck with
all that your
Matt-One last -"No Comment· before you
leave. Hope y01l never discover your car in the
same condition as when I left the tennis courts.
Never saw that note 10 the book but still
waiting for great surpriSEd D()n't forget the .bet.
Pier 4 from GOOd as.Gold:

.Kathleen, Vickie, Gerard-This one will be
finished. Hope you have a great summer. I'm
glad we'll be roomies next year, exclude
Gerald, but we'll all be in Irish Lit. Gerald don't
'hop around with'lha·.~· sleeping bag ~gain_
Kathleen, Vickie-no more plant killing,
promise. Nulu.
To Mr. T, Only one week left; sure am gonna
miss you. So how come I wasn't invited to the
party? Maybe next year. Enjoy your summer!

'iI.????

.

too.

To my love, I miss you
1meant what I said
to you on April 18. Why did you send me away?
Jwill come see you very soon. LOle, your baby.
Gidge-now that we're no langeI' ~scum bags
I'll write you a personal. I bet Sat: Nite's 1,0.
was better than when we were'piayingcaps.
.Don't forget that we still haver.;\. done our
coffee trick at our 2hr. ,'dinner
N

EARN BIG MONEY - $60.00 per hundred
stuffing envelopes. Work asmuchor as little as
you want. For more details, write STEWART
.ENTERPRISES; Box 974 B; Plymouth Ma.'
02360.
'

personals
ESTHER. Wen it's been a great year! r don't
know what I'm going to do next fall. Who as r
going to yeU at or get mad at. But maybe I'll get
mail know. The best of luck at M_B. and don't
forget us here at BSC we11 miss. you.

.To my love, 1miss you too. Jmiss you smile and
gazing into your blue eyes. Sorry about the
mixup onthe 23rd of April. I meant what 1,~11:1
on April 18th,I will get dQS€ to y,;)u. Love,
arown eyes
'.

HEIDI: Trash today, [ think. Duh!

SUZi7""I know it's taken me two years to send
you personal-But look on the Bright Side:
You got one from me before I got one from
you! Have a super summer and Don't-Forget
OUf>Anniversary (it's June 9th if you've already
for,got!) _ Take care of yourself and

Dear, two, or is it three timer,. now: the man
just couldn't handle it. The chourish was dead.
What happened when you walked, M.G
home, did you die out again. Guess who wrotE
this? Hint: I'll tum the switch off next time.

To the man with the new suft: Everything's not
as bad as it seems. Things wlllgo your way if
you have patience. Rememberwhaty~u wrote
in your coat of arms, and 111 love you forever.
Your Baby J.

To MA and all the kids at 7A, It's been a wild
year, whe,!her it was Time Warping outside or
Pumping it up in the Apartment. What a riot!
['II miss you all a wicked lot (a what?) but I'll be
back to check up on you. Be good for your
MA. Love Aunt Mary

Deb--Congratulationsl P.C. is so lucky to have
ya! By the way, where have you been hiding?
Have you been underwater?-Margie·P .S. Get
psyched for May 13th.

Dear Slink, As the song goes, H[ Guess You're
Just What I Needed.'" You've made this senior
year· really special. Thanks for the joy that
you've given me. Love always, Jane Fonda
Karen Hooper, Hey super-star, how does it
feel to see your name in the paper every week.
Real popular girl on campus. Hey baby,keep
on stegging away. Question Hooper, do you
ever let your opponet get to first base? Next
you'll be a superstar graduate.
Steve: I can understand how you feel but if you
felt that way you shouldn't have been such a
tease.

a

Countdown Seniors- it's almost that time!
Good luck Steve G_ in southern lIIinois- they
don't know what they're getting.. at least you
didn't accept Fairfield! Give us all an equal
chance!
Hey RAy! Where did you learn to play Follow
the Leader? Mary
Happy

Birthday

Charlie!

Love,

Kathy.

Fran, Can I ask you a personal question?
Looking forward to next year. It's gonna be
great. Cape cod & Spring Break. Did your
personal make it in this time? How was your
shot in the face? I should be shot in the head.
Mr. Microphone.

Happy Be-Iated Birthday Rich Hon!!! It is
better late than -never remember". [Love you.
Vou'll always be my little poopsie bear. Love.
ya! Alison
To the girl who likes to write note's on cars.
For now on, what you write, stand behind.
Next time your fantasy might come true. By
the way thanks for the fantasy I'm having
about you, The kid with the ocean blue eyes.

Attention New York Campers; Next stop
Kanona; Watch out for lost keys and who
keeps awake all night? Beware of the Pillsbury
Dough Boy who snores with an accent. Happy
B-day Charlie. To all of those in the van who
fonowed the wrong car; -Gobble-GobbleGobblew "Wild Turkeys·
Thank God it's Thursday! Let's break some
records- 25 minutes??! 12 drinks!!?? Gonna
swat any flies Chery\? The old crew returns.
Can't wait!
10-9-8·7-6-5-4-3-2·1·INSTANT REPLAY! Time
for the five of us to travel to fantasyland-·
AlliAMBRA'S for another Thursday night!
Who will we meet?What stories will we tell?
Find out Friday morning when we aU finally get
home!
The train 'to Alhambras leaves at 7:3{) and
guess who will be on it? "'The girls.· Cheryl (a
race car driver), Cindy (who keeps more stut
in her socks than in her pockets), Peg (who
leaves notes on car windshields) .. Diane (who
loves Sambo's), and Karen (with the -magic
wand.·)
Men of the Ponderosa; How is the punch
holding out? Peach-do you still have a taste for
cherries? Are the boy and Gregg still playing
late nite leap frog? With Bagman joining in. Are
you people really Smudin's favorite tenants?
To No. 13 of the SSC Rams; In case you don't'
know who it is 111 let you know. But not
now, later after you scure the winning
touchdown. But who's field are you playing in?
If it happens to be mine, remember there will
be no Mbalk field emotion.·

Dottie, The year was great! Thanks 50 much
for everything. I'm so glad I was your roomate!
Keep in touch, Love C

To Rammer; Keep those cute little horns
pointed up and ready for action. With only 3
weeks of school left, you know there will be
some action coming your way. So, get ready to
"Ram it.· Signed, An Animal Lover

Patty, Surprised, aren't you? This is just my
way of saying thank you for everything. I'm
looking forward to rooming next year.
Remember the reclining seats? Here's to my
favorite rah·rah. Love C

D.D, I think this past year has brought us so
much closer together. You knOlN how I feel so
that goes without saying. We will go through a
lot in the future but in the end it will payoff. I
love you·-AC.

Loretta, HAPPY BIRTHDAY - F-rom all your
FRIENDS at Bridgewater State College. Good
Luck at graduation and we wish you the best in
years to come. Don't forget the lounge 3 and
Costello's. Good Luck

Mary and Vic; I know that there have been
times when you two have been mad at me for
always coming up, and I'm sorry for that. You
two have become close friends of mine and 1
hope it will always stay that way. Good luck in
the future. Love, Andy.

To Our Gang-Better known as 'The 5
strugglinS Bio Majors who could forget all our
"fun" times? Brutal Chordate tests, stenchful
Chordate labs?! How about boring class
lectures or drowning on orangE whip in the
cafe? One thing we can say it's been real! Have
the best summer
W

To all the senior Biology Majors in Lounge 3Good Luck at graduation and AFTERWARDS
But I have confidence you'll all find something
you want to do. Don't forget to come back and
visit. A soph9more

To Jan, I can't understand why 1 didn't notice
you before. After 4 years of classes together ....
To the highest on the hill"you're all the best. .
The past has been excellent, the best is yet to
come. Good floor wars··too bad the troops got
called home. Special times shared, always
remembered. The fifth will never be the same
without us. "We are Family..··Tub Woman

ME--Youi're the best trainer and frien world!Good luck in life! Remember all the Freshmen
:/OU helpedout! I'll miss you! EM
'JJood Hall, Section 6·You're all crazy! Room
'~8-Deb, that bed is uncomfortable; Angie, do I
'eally look like you? Sharon--1 was tired" the
:'efrigerator needs some class, it's Miller time!
'[hank you and love you all, Diana. PS Room
i3·-Gidget goes on vacation··finally!

I need Vitamin U girl: You've filled my last year
'n colege with mor love and pleasure than I
·!Ver could have wished for. I love you more
han you'd ever imagine. Your sweetness is my
·veakness. I love you··The Great Pretender
'H O all

the girls on the 4th floor in Shea Hall! It's
been a real good year and thanks for all the
!lood times! Have a great summer and we'll see
!JOU if! the falil. Ann Marie
Diane, Hope you have a great summer (just
don't think of BSe) and come back just the
\~ay you are. I'll miss you very much. Your
fsithful admirer
";iionne Congrats!! You're going to be a
rnarried woman in a few weeks. Hope you 19th
~JaS a happy one. Good luck in the years to
come. Love, your other sister.
~.ue

and Dee, Congratulations on your
graduation. Good luck in you future
endeavors. Yours truly, K and J
To mom Tish, you're the best mom anybody
could ever have. Love, lt0ur exception child
To th practical jokers of325 and330Shea··We
don't get mad, we ,get even! Have a great
summer Bean, Dolores, Kym, and Joyce: Is it
... to Nantucket for a weekendr this summer? I
can't wait. Love, Donna
.
Brrr·-well kiddo it's almost over. Don3t give
up on op 1...So much for the 2's. Cest la vie.
This summer will be great. Keep out of that
cookie dough and say 1-W to Mr. Microphone.
K'eep Raping amd pillaging... next year will be
fantastic! Love ya, Ed
Cindy D in room 87, Showing other girls you
::~ests. huh? Bet you liked the Social
:'irector's the best! Are you two gay or
$.?mething? Max

1 ri5h--Hope to hear from you more over the
Sllmmer than in the past cl.5upl~ 9f weeks.
j-!ave a good summer and keep' in touch!
"Iv!aybe we'll be able to get together sometime
~:ith a group of unaer-twenty-over-eighteen·
Year-oIds and go out. The Colenel
Hey, all you hunky guys on campus. Come to
Hm. 203 Shea for a<GOOQ time! Land E
To the girls out in Middleboro. Will we ever
t.Clfget: Roger ... TiTi. .. FoxeL.,Caswell's ...
Goats... OTH ... Gunga ... the Lady ... Chicken ....
\?·costbitten...Teabags ...the Bills. We did have
some good times!

To all my senior friends -Good Luck once you
leave SSC and don't forget your little friends
back here at BSC. We all will still be around·
Colleen

Shpoonheadsd-·The Foxboro Crew
split up after so many years together. AlWays
remember the special times we've shared.
(Those you can remember!) Although we'll be
miles apart, we'll still be just as close. Good
liuck with everything--you all deserve the best,
"kay?" Love, Sheil. PS the common'lI miss

Steph, I hope you had a good time on T.V. 1
love ya, Dirr. P.S. I'm expecting a personal
from you now.

I's Mag Staff--Thanks for a great year! See you
(inevitably) next year. Love you all--L.
Richmond H.

In a few days, most of us will fin ourselves at the
end of our "formal" education, Many will travel
to different parts of the country and start a new
life, others will stay around here and pursue a
career. In whatever you do, be your best. We
.'ave come

MaristeelIa-·Thanks for all the bedroom
iaughs,for patience, understanding and for
thinking a lot like me. We've had better frolics
than anyone on campus. Think of me next
time you eat a lobster, you lucky, devil-maycare Marshfield troubador! PS Look for me at
the Marshfield Fair, beekeeping_

M·I guess you're not fickle, not even
thatconfusing, know what I mean. Let's get a

MB-· This is a persorial to you, I hope you have
a very good summer. I'm going to miss you not
being around the home city. But I'll be down to
visit with you more than you can imagine. Take
care of yourself Kid. Love ya me.

To the new officers of Woodward Hall-.Julie Henderson, Katy· Boggan, Joan St.
.C,.ndre and Debbie HiII--congratulations on
ji.)ur new positions. I am .160king forward to
n.ext year. You make a great team. Good luck
~n .finals! Your newpresident--Tish

Dr. Tex, I am writing this to warn you against
further contributions to the paper. That is it
you do not cease with your comments I will
make the remainder of your lives miserable.
'tou are living proofthat three heads are not
better than one. Signed Dr. C.

t3rr--How's cookie dough? Rather eat Backla
va or ribs.. .Iet's fly a kite up where the air is
bright(?!) Good luck on opI-wish me some on
opIL.watch the raping .and pillaging.. we'll go
·crazy this summer, crazier next fall. Keep
looking for that Union Packy.·Love ya, Ed
A R F: Thank you for being such a wonderful
part of my life and being there when I need
you. You have helped me keep what little
sanity I have. I wish I had your kind of sense
about living live. Love, Big Blue Frog.
Suzanne and Erin: The debate is still on.
Edward is psyched. He's got some more facts.
The winner takes all!!! Suzanne you still OINe.
When am 1 going to get whats coming. When
you pay up you'll know which sex is the best.The Kingswood Gang.
To Weasel: KEEP, the window closed from
now on. The frogs make to much noise.
To Jeff, Jerry, M.B.-- Wed. night was good, but
M.B., please leave the Nglowing~ bra home, and
Jerry, you keep watching the others. around.
you'U catch on soon. Jeff, do you believe us
quiet girls? You'd better get used to it! I never
do things like this! Until next time ...
F-.-head, Everything's really O.R. Thanks'ior
a great 5 day's! Even better 5 nights!!Oh,
here's to good friends ... Steak and
LOINenbreau sometime? C.R. just white wine.
Love ---hole
•

Happy Birthday Paggy Riley··you gorgeous
hunk of Irish Woman!--From the GrQup.
Trisha, thanks for the long talks, backgammon
anf support I can relate to being "gifted" it is a
-'rough road being as wonderful as us-'"Awsome" is the word I believe! You're the
best! With love, A friend.
Weasel: KEEP the windows closed the frogs
, make a lot of noise.
My junior friends: N, A, M, M, K, K Time
. moves on and so must I, but as I leave I take the
numerous happy and sad times we have al
;shared.llove you all and that even though our
distances grow farther our friendships grow
will stay forever close. Love, SG.
JQe R.--don't worry this girl from WEood
still loves you, but I said no ... you aim to
please and you sure make me happy. Just WI 01'
me.

.JoAnne F., Happy Birthday--Now you're legal
(l'mjealous) Have a great day! MargandJune.
Rosalita--Goodbye Happy Qu~ckies RSA is
h<are to stay. Ei Ei Bee Bop, thanks for the
:~rownies, a little less salt please. Ten Ten, take
-::i!:.e of Mr. Happy Chappee. Moe~Moe, make
one pot of tea for us. Good luck all of you.

bottle of wine, take a flight and stay up until
5:00 am. Smile, good luck at SS. Thanks, P.
Fbr the sake of all the madness I found at BSC
PUNK ROCK!!

B'enji. you knoe you're really a super person··
d':ln't be sO quiet-.you've got a lot going for
y,)u··have a nice summer and I'll see you in the
Fall. Love ya, a friend
Coofy; graduation is only days away and then
~r.)U will be'out in the real world. I wish you luck
.>.,d hope that all your dreams come true. Meet
~J,)u somewhere some cJay. I do... do you? Your
p~rmanent roommate.
Steve: 1, 2, 3 Laurie
(,round floor Sc;:ott You girlsand guys are the
oast. I'm going to miss all of you. I'm going to
miss all of the red, white and blue beers and
2..peciCllly the Millers in J.R and Miz's room.
Good Luck to all of us·-Let's keep in touch.
Love, Shitbag

"'Irs. T. This is it. I finally won the bet. You
~ere great. the odds paid better th~m I
expected. In all seriousness, 1 want to thank
you for your friendship: Good Luck in the
To all my 5th floor best friends: I want to wish
you all a good summer and tell you that these • :ilture. See youy at orientation. Love ya, .
Concerned and thankful
last two years have· been great with you. I
promise that I will be BACK to visit next year.
Oear Stilletto, It's been the best ~ of semester'
There better be a bed open when I come! Be
hie ever had. We've done so much and I love,
careful this summer. Love ya all Sharon.
~'ou for it Thank you for being you. You~re .
beautiful. Love ya, Big Shot. PS. See ya :
To all my friends esp. 3rd f1oorSh·ea. 'THanks
Saturday, Nice Buns
a bunch Have a great summer and "Don't say
H

a word. Pigeon
N

C. O
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Director, and Ottlce Manager) at a Radio Station meeting which all D.J.'s
should have attended. The announcement was also posted inside the
radio studio and published in The Commentin the Airplay section of
the paper. Applications were made at this time.
Soon thereafter, interviews were granted by the Director of the S.U.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I ~dilierurre~&~~nM~~e~Ro~nPedAw~k~~~~ilio~

[Commentary is an opinion column open to aU members of the
college community. Opinions expressed in this column are not
necessarily held by The Comment. Also, The Comment is not
responsible for the veracity or lack thereof of any material
published in this column.--Ed.]

Students

And
Responsibility

Originally, this Commentary was to be written on a subject of moral
advice for the end of the Academic Year. I was going to write a parable
which would have demanded that each of us recognize that we are
accountable for our actions and relationships with other huma n beings.
Regardless of belief in God, we are, at least accountable to other people.
(I happen to have a strong Christian belief). Such would have been a
pleasant topic, but.. .......
Once again I must question the operation and proceedures of of
Student input in Campus functions. I am tired and disgusted of having to
draw attention to such matters and having to utilize this forum because
of the lack of action and impotance of student ability to act upon such
issues through the proper channels. I am ashamed that this campus,
which could offer so much more in the learning process, cuts this
process short. Student input has been whittled down to a mere gesture
of what it should be and is far from democratic considering
Massachusetts is one of the states which attributed to our present
democratic system of government. I believe student input at Bridgewater
State College can be characterized the following model: the input
process begins with a search for those students who will do the least to
disrupt or question any fixed proceedures prescribed by the present
administrational policies. This search may require soliciting admired
students and somehow postponing final application deadlines until the
right student comes along.(As supported by a certain Board of
Governors member who found himself appointed without having
applied.) These students are then appointed by the administration into
these positions. The students are not allowed to make recommendations
except on policy and nothing else, and these recommendations shall be
presented to and approved by the administartion. This is a limited
amount of responsibility which is casually defined as student input.. It is
finally up to the administration to consider implementing any
recommendation submitted by students-- this is questionable when one
condiders that this is the same process used when making decisions in
spending the student's money. Finding students for these positions is is
characterized by finding the students who already agree with
administrational proceedures before they may become iFlvolved. I call
this stacking the deck.
Sound far. fetched? Or, perhaps. this description resembles somethjing
quite close to home.
.
The preceeding model of student input can be applied to asking the
following series of questions and criticisms:
Why is it that many private colleges, State colleges in California,
Oregon, Washington, and state colleges in other New Enland States
ensure that students are able to parti ipate successfully in the
administration of Student activities and various campus functions? Why
are the students at these schools allowed to operate as an independent
corporation where the student government has complete control of
funds and the Administration provides ais and assistance through age
old channels known as Advisors and Guidance Counselors who
merely give advice so to help the students learn from the responsibility of
making operational decisions? This is successful in these states and
constitutional because students really are representatives of the
student body when making decisions as to how student money is to be
spent. Why is such a system obstructed h~re? Or, is the present system
employed at B.S.C. the result of pr('!J['-!~HIi?
Why was the Student Government President at SSC not appointed to
the list of paid orientation leader!. whkh indoctrinate in· coming
Freshman to BSC. Certainly as an elected representative ofthe Student
Body this person is suitable to be an Gr;entation leader, and ind,eed,
knowledgeable.
Why was the S.G.A. representative wh() ~e~ vedon the Student Union
Board of Governors last semester,( the board constitutionally requires
two SGA representatives}, not reappointed to this Board when the next
time for applications arose? This person is certainly qualified having
. already served on the Board for a: semester, and the Director of the
Student Union's ·assertion that she could not serve because there was a
conflict of interest since she served on SGA is atrocious. Her position on
the Board required her to be a ~ember of SGA and two new members of
SGA were appointed to the Board. Do they have conflicts of interest
also?
Why is every other student position on campus· (other than the
student government positions and dorm council) an appointed
position? Certainly, many questions Gould be eliminated iithe students
could elect tneir own representatives. It only seems fair, not to mention
Constitutional, especially when spending of student fees is involved in
many of these position's functi0r'ls.
Recently, there has been discussion of implementing a subcommittee
of the Board of Governors which would act as a Media Board whose
main function would be to advise the Director of the Student Union and
the Board of Governors on issues which would center on the medias
~hich operate in the Student Union (particularly WBIM and the Student
Television show Spare Parts). Why should such recommendations or
advice come from: a non-elected and appointed student committee when
it would seem that the most logical proceedure would be to solicit advice
and recommendations directly from those working within those media.
Is that not why we have Directors (student directors) in the radio station
, and T.V. show? Many· of these positions are· also appointed and so I
would like to direct myself to specific examples of this appointment
process which pertain to me personally.
A few weeks ago, applications were being accepted for next year's
directorship of WBIM due to vacancies in the positions. Many applied for
these positions, some without competition. I applied for the position of .
Music Director as I had when I began working for WBIM over a year ago.
The current Music Director is transferring out of BSC. The only other
person to apply for this positism was Leo Wiltshire who has been a fellow
Disc Jockey for a little over 3 months.
CurrentStation Manager Robin Pearl announced the availability of all
the positions (Station Manager, Music Director, News-Sports

who were chosen for these positions were informed of their
appointment. That is, all except Music Director. The Directorofthe S.U.
informed us that it was his intention to wait until he was able to consult
with incoming Station Manager (unchallenged) Chip Barone, before he
would make any decision concerning Music Director.
On Tuesday, May 8 (a week and a half later), Robin Pearl came up to
the studio at 3:30. In-coming News Director Gene Manning and I were
there. Robin informed us that another party had applied for the position
and had an interview at 2:30 that day (an hour earlier). She then said that
the decision was made that this new party was to be Music Director. She
said the decision had been made by consideration of the Director of the
Student Union. This was said to Mr. Manning, myself, and in·coming
Station Manager Chip Barone. I asked Chip if he had been consulted by
the Director of the S.U. and he said that he had not been. Chip further
remarked that he was not placed in the position to hire student union
emloyees and that he wanted no involvement with it. I don't blame him.
Immediately I walked to the Director's office and inquired as to
whether a decision had been made in regard to Music Director. He said
that a new application had been accepted but, as yet, no decision of
which he was aware. I went back to the station and again asked Robin the
question and she said it was official and that the Director named the new
applicant as Music Director.
I returned to the Director's office and asked again·-this time, I
mentioned that Ms. Pearl had informed us of the decision to make the
new applicant Music Director. TheDirector oftheS.U. then implied that
Robin must have come to that decision and so that must be what the
decision is. Somehow the Director mentioned Chip Barone's name, so I
asked if Chip had been consulted in making the decision and he said that
the matter was to be hashed out between Chip and Robin and that he
had nothing further to do with it.
Chip Barone had never been consulted by the Director of the S.U. in
regard to the Music Director position. Why then were applicants Leo
Wiltshire and myself told to wait until Tuesday (a week) so that the
Director could consult with Chip in order to make a decision in which
Chip had nothing to do with?
I returned to the studio and verified with Chip and Gene what Robin
and precisely said. I then went to see the Director one more time and
asked why we were told to wait for our decision because of a consultation
which never took place, why the new application was allowed to be valid
at such a late date, and then informed the Director that Robin told us that
he had made the decision. He answered that he must talk to Robin
because something is wrong there. He said that the application was:
accepted because the individual was unaware that the Music Director
position was really available.
All available positions were announced at the Station Meeting which
all WBIM staff attends, it was posted in the studio during the entire
application period, and it was published in The Comment. If the party
who made the application was unaware of the availability of the position it
was this person's unfortuante oversight. I would believe that a
prospective applicant would notice such announcements.
I feel that this application should not have been accepted. The period
in time from when. the appointments to all. other WBIM positions were
announced, up until the time selection was to··be 'made-for Music
Director should not have been intended as an extra time to submit
applications.( Such a thing occurred during the Board of Governors
application dates. The final appl. dates were extended three times and
some of the earliest appl. were not appointed.) The time awaited for the
Music Director position should have been time to consult with the in·
coming station manager as we were led to believe. If the decision in
appointing Music Director had been made at the same time the other
appointments were made, it would have been too late to submit another
new application.
Personally, I have found it much easier to speak with Robin Pearl then
with the Director of the Student Union when it comes to clarifying
contradictions. I am apt to give Robin the benefit of the doubt, however,
a day has now transpired and I am now told that it was a joint decision of
the Director and Robin. Chip was not consulted.
Regardless of who made· the decision, it seems ill practice when two
applicants are kept in limbo for a week so that another interview can be
made al)d then a decision handed down to app~int this new interviewee
no more than an hour after the interview. It was not Robin Pearl who
extende'd the time for the decision in order to consult with the new
station manager and then await further applications.
These preceeding incidents affect me personally so I have a greater
cause to make comment, yet I feel these are not uncommon practices on
this campus. The last time I attempted to draw attention to such issues
on Student Input ( specifically budgeting in the student union during the
time when I was Assis. Treasurer), ,I was personally insulted and
attempts were made to discredit me and my facts. This seemed strange
considering the greater bulk of my information came from quoting Mass.
Common Law, The Board of Governor's Constitution, and figures from
the books. Yet, nothing seemed to happen afterward to change the
pra,ctices.
I find it uncanny how students, who just happen to be either employed
by or appointed to a position, write letters to answer criticisms yet, the
administrators who are criticized deny, the allegations privately and,
,never answer the issues directly (particularly in public).
Perhaps the greater bulk of my criticisms could be solved by allowing a
vote of the students in monitary and administrational actions which
involve student fees (particularly the S.U.), and perhaps elections to
place student representatives in positions. High Schools have as much in
their elections and our National Constitution attempts to ensure such
representation.
President Rondileau stated in an open letter in the Newspaper that all
students hired from on the campus would recieve minimum wage; The
D.J.'s at WBIM have yet to recieve that. Over a semester ago they were
recieving $2.65 an hour. Beginning last semester it was cut to roughly a
dollar an hour because the D.J.'s were told that the experience which
they recieve is enough. No one teaches broadcasting in that station and
there is no formal instruction. We as D.J.'s are expected to be licensed
and to·performl a service based on pre-required knowledge and skills.
This is a working ex.perience. Since Dr. Rondileau promised minimum
wage the D.J.'s have recieved another cutin pay.
I feel that all these circumstances are a detriment to the students and
their radio station. It is for these reasons that I feel the Director of the
Student Union is operating the radio station against student interest, and
for these reasons that I demand from the office of Student Life, The
President. and the Board of Trustees that this Director be removed
from having any further responsibility with the Student Radio Station
(e.ont on p.14)

SEX

ON
CAMPUS
by Howard Hay
Due to the increasing availability
and use of sex on college campuses,
accompanied by recent federal
legislation reducing the penalties for
possession of sexual objects, the
College Health Services feels that it
is in the best interests of all involved
to offer pertinent information on the
all too frequently misunderstood
topic of sex· use and abuse.'
Overindulgence in sexual activities
has left society to care for a growing
population of "sex addicts" persons
requiring a daily "fix'" of sex. Then
there is the danger of "overdoing" or
death caused by the consumption of
an inordiante amount of
consummation. It is our opinion that
the more facts of sex use that a re
brought to light, the more easily
these hazards can be avoided, and
less likelihood that students will
want to have sex.
The Hard Facts
l)Sex is desired and enjoyed only by
males.
2) Sex is not fun. Sex is painful
especially for the female.
3) Sex is hard work. Much like
factory work during the 1800's, sex
involves hours of sweaty, tedious
and mechanical labor.
4) Sex with oneself i.e. masturbation
can lead to blindness, hairy palms,
and involuntary castration in, males,
and telltale swollen fingers,
permanent menstrual cramps and
insanity in females.
5) Sex causes acne in women
6) Men will do anything to have sex.
with a virgin or with any woman for
that matter.
7} Sexual aids (kinky sex) can cause
cancer.
B) To sum it up, men have aH:the run
and women have all the worry; most
importantly, of pregnancy and less
frequently. of death.
The Early Warning Signals of
Having Sex
"But wait!'" you exclaim nervously,
and ask in an embarrassed mumble,
"How do I know if I'm having sex
actively?'" Most of the early warning
signs of sex are easy to spot and
with a little knowledge all can be
detected before "going all the way"
as they say in the streets. Knowing
these early signs can save you
before your condition degenerates
any further and will allow yoti to take
precautionary
measures. Early
detection of sex will prevent the
unecessary complications which wm.
arise from repeated sex usage, such
as drowsiness, exhaustion, don't
operate machinery or drive a car,
inability to solve quadratic
equations and severe mental illness.
To assist you in your pursuit. of
sex care and preveQtion we offer a
brief checklist of symptoms. If any of
these appear, you could be having
sex;
1) Loss or peeling of clothes.
2)Raise in body temperature'
commonly called getting ,11ot",
"horny" or feeling "Randy."
, 3) A funny feeling n down thet'e."
4) Sudden lack of interest in major
sporting events, your senior thesis,
stock market quotations, girls sho
"don't", mom and dad, and the
energy crisis.
5) Sensing of the earth's axial
rotation.
6) Guilt Shortness of breath (heavy
breathing. )
7) Disgust.
8) Sudden loss of respect for your
partner.
I
,
If you find that you have or are
experiencing any of these
symptoms please rush over . to· the
College Health Service where·th,ey
will inject you with salt peter and
pennicillan. If you can't get there in
time, take an ice cold shower and
turn on the Gong Snow.

Mr Hay isa former BSe student
who has gone on to bigger and
better things:
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Jlmbo Bradley's
Na~ty

Goin' Hollvwood

Comment:

Carol Burnett recently explained
why· she left CBS aftr seven
successful years. Apparently, atth
end of each show, she would tug her
ear as a secret greetig to her
grandmother. Well, after seven
years of tugging, her left earlobe .
stretched to a length of twelve feet.
Burnett stated she was too
embarassed to appear on national
TV that way. Hollywood director
Sheldon Rabinowitzkisteinbergergoldenrosemansandkleinbernsteinweismansilvercohenschwartz
announced plans for his new film.
The movie will be about a 90lb.
weakling pile of sand, who has
humans kicked in his face- by the
buny sand pile.
Finally, I bet you.'re wonderning
about my Hollywood career. I was
thinking of writing a muscial version
ofHGrease," but that fell through. So
for now, be sure to catch me in "A
Smnall CircieofFriends."'It'sastory
about a club in which you receive a
list of names by selling one friend to
the man with the list, and mailing
another friend to the person at the
won't be tening you the climax of1he
top of the list.. The star of the flick
film, but it will really grab you. Look
ends up with a household of people,
for my name at the end. It will say:
because he is at the top of the list. I
"Man in green sweater holding fist at

by Jimbeau Brad-Lee
1 am saddened to report that this
is my last column for this paper.
There are three reasons, and I think
that you, my noble and truest fans
should know them. 1.( I am now a
Hollywood Movie star, and I will be
going out to see about a part in the
new Herschel Bernardi movie. 2.) I
am fed up with the news media, its
crude practices and._ rioa-eat·dOQ
environment.
This is the lastf
The" Commimt lor the y~ar. This is
my main reason for leaving. Since I
am now a Hollywood movie star, I
will let you in on all the latest gossip I
have· picked up on in my brief
career. Rock singer Steview
Wonder was arrested last week at
his .L.A. home. The charge·-being
illegally blind.
Have you ever wondered if the
children of movie stars are spoiled?
It's true. A recent survey shows that
95% of all Hollywood film idols spoil
their . children. Henry Fonda kept
daughter Jane unwrapped in. a
refrigerator for three weeks until
she spoiled. Another Fonda child,
Herb, was spoiled rotten. He was so
moldy and smelly, he had to be
dum~d in the garbage.
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a 45°angle, shouting "Hell no, -we
won't go" a twangy New
En glandish voice·-~Jimbo
Bradley. I have included with this

_. • .

article an autographed picture· of
t:rlyself, as well as the address of my
fan club.
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Disco is Addictive
r·eceive a mild pleasurable Rehabilitation of Disco Dancers was the most wisely invested $2,000.00 you ever spent.
stimulation. This method has been provides this list of symptoms and
warning signs;
dropped, however.
1. Do you actually claim to enjoy
The
method
currently
in
use
is
by
much slower vetrriore humane. It. disc.o music?
(Cont. from p. 13)
2. Have you ever purchased disco
In the past I have suggested that a
includes massive doses of real music
WBIM.'The station is supported by student fees, not by the Director. It
recordings in any form?
certain individual who felt that the
asw~U . as easy access to various
utilizes the facility in the Student Union as do other campus
3.
Do
you
listen
to
KISS
108
FM?
,R~\;~Qpt;!dJJ~~~11?~i.9!R~.~c()~ . drugs that the director Doctor feels
org.al!i~_atioT!s. This .should .qy the limit of: the'$.tudent radio station's
4. Has your skin developed and
. riveted to Nod: 1have since seen the are therapeutic. (for certain ·legal
obhgatJons to the Director of tHe S.U. There:'is nb reason for this
error in my ways. I thought that
reasons I cannot list these items.) allergy to natural fibers forcimg you
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Middleborough, the enjoyment of enforcer will appear at his home wait
6. Has your hair acquired a
St.u~ents, you. need to be involved. Apathy is rampant on this campus
Disco is .an illness-·not merely a outside,.If the patient leaves he will mysterious plastic coating?
and It IS of no wonder when one sees the stifling effect of student input.
lacking in intelligence or will power. be followed. If the patient goes to a
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w~y their point of view seldom has any impact and perhaps some parents
is very unfair to criticize these he will break thepatienf'slegs. This Like a chain, perhaps?
WIll now understand why some of their children are frustrated.
people as they are in need of help, has been shown to be verty effective
If you answered yesto any more
I must say, it is easier to deal with if you are a Christian, and I am soon
than one. of these questions, we
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points·
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than to be suffocated in a stagnant ocean. Have a good summer. You
M.I.R.D.D. although there is not any however the program. is onl~ Haubacheck immediately. (Diue to
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Ex-Air Traffic Controller
some methods tried have resulted in they have a problem. This has correspondence through Suzuki at
failure. One of' the unsuccessful proven to be the Institute's gr~atest The Comment.methods was' the boogie till you set back to the institute's efforts ,,,'~,~There is one drawback
However, that is the· cost . of the
puke method deVised by Dr. Roger to rehabilitate disco dancers.
zAs a public servic~'The program. Once you have been
Eddington, an assistant to Dr.
Hubacheck. In this treatment the Comment in conjunction with The returned to a normal hJalthy state of
Disco· addict was· forced to dance Massachusetts Institute for mind, I'm sure you will ~gree that it
continuously to the music of the
Village. People until he. collapsed.
This method was effective in
discouraging di.sco, dancing,but it
was found that constant exposure
to· the Village People·couJd reduce
even the most intelligent to babbling
idiots.
Another method that was much
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Tracksters End Spring Season
In just two years since he has become head
coach, Ed Lussier has taken a mediocre track
team and turned it into one of the outstanding
division three in New England. Under the
watchful eye of Lussier and trainer Jane
Richards, the Bridgewater Bears completed
an 8-1 dual meet season with several strong
performances in the Mass State College
finals. The Bears defeated Bryant, Rhode
Island, Bentley, Assumption, Stonehill,
Nichols. and Roger Williams. The lone loss
came in a struggle with Eastern Connecticut.
The field events team, was paced all year by
the performances of Shot Putters Tom Kilse,
Joe Verria, and Fred Babizuc. Hilse, a senior
co-captain, .finished the season with a school
record toss of 49' 8" and a first place finishat
the Mass. College meet. Verria finished third.
Also in the field events, Ed Murray threw the
Javelin, a school record of 179' 8". He and
Brian Richardson finished 179' second and
fourth in the Mass. State meet respectiviely.
, Also in the State meet Andy Ursch and Gary
Ackerman placed fifth and sixth in the Discus.
In the Jumping events Bridgewater boasted
a trio of fine pole-vaulters. Mike Rogers, Peter
Cannon and Chris Latta claimed points in
every meet with Rogers placing fifth in the
Mass State meet. High jumpers Jerry
Levesque and Dave Chapman also
performed well with Levesque gaining victory
over Nichols. Long Jumpers Sam Scola and,
Russ Carr. achieved victories over Bryant,
Stonehill, Roger ~ilI.iams ana Rhode Island.

Scola also placed well in the triple jump all
year.
The distance runners were paced by the
outstanding performances of senior Mike
Brennan. Mike set the school record in the
5,000 meter run with a time of 15.26. Also his
school record of 14.56 was good for fourth
place at the Mass. College meet. Bill
MacKinnon also performed will for the Bears,
placing sixth in the 880 at the Mass College
meet and running on the school record sprint
medley team. Miler John Schweckheimer and
three·miler Brian Buehler also ran well for the
Bears all season.
Despite all of these strong performances
the Bridgewater sprinters proved to be the
most remarkable of all. Led by all-conference
co-captain Art Riccio the sprinters were
undefeated in the 100, 220, the 4 x 110 relay
and the mile relay all year. Riccio along with
all-conference sprinters Jack Semer and
Steve Raca and superb quarter·milers
BobL'Homme and Jim Tansey lowered
school records in the 100 to 9.8; the 220 to
22.1; the 440 to 49.4; the 4 x 110 relay to 44.1;
and the sprint medley to 3:38.9. Their
performances Were largely responsible for the
fine season. Rounding out the team were
hurdlers Jim Nosel, sprinters Bill Schultz and
John Pitullio,. pole vaulter Jack Murphy,
discus thrower Rick LeBlanc and the
unbelievable running trio of "Pete"', "Paul" and
"Barry" Benninger.

Rounds corner to home stretch

. \

Sport's
Tennis Ends
with Nichols!
'The SSC Bears will bring their spring
record into the match vs. Nichols on
Thursday. Should they finish the spring
campaign undefeated, they will have posted a
13-·1 mark for the 1978-1979 Season. (A 7--1
mark was achieved in the fall.)
Dr. Robert Mogilnicki's squad has been a
team composed of both veterans and
newcomers. Steve Power (No.1 player from
Brockton), Bruce Ogilou
(a singles and
doubles standout from Attleboro) have been
instrumental in the team's success. Dan
Damish and Gregg Southwarth (transfer
students from Dean Jr. College) have given
the Bears great doubles play and proven to ~e
of tremendous value this spring. Joe Mellin
and Steve Smith have also been asble to
crack the line-up at time and have given the
Net-Men the depth they need.
.
Joe McDermott (a veteran of three years),
Paul. Dion (also a veteran performer) have.
combined with co-captains Glenn Guenard
and Doug Mildram to give the team guidance

and leadership. Both Paul and Joe have seen
considerable' action and will be back to
bolster next years contingent.
The Bears closed out their horne schedule
with a 9--0 route of Eastern Nazarene College.
All singles matches took only two sets as the
Bears were never really threatenedf.
NET NOTES:
"
After the finale on Thursday, the Bears are'
awaiting a chance to appear in the N.C.A.A.
Division III Championships to be held later in
May.
The current Bear winning streak is no. 8...
there is a possibility the M.A.S.C.A.C.
Championships {which include all State
College Tennis Teams} will be held at
Bridgewater next October ...
The Team would like to thank all those who
supported their efforts and give a special
mention to trainers Charlene Rudmazzo fa
doing a fine job throughout the season. We
would also like to thank the other trainer
whose name cannot be recalled at this time.

Baseball Roles
over Bryant
The SSC Bears Softball team once again the first with the defense making the
won two victories against Bryant on difference. Rich Angus started pitching 3 and
Wednesday. The score of the first game was 1/2 good innings for the win.
8-3 and the secondwas6·2.lnthe first game, it
Jack McBryant came in an pitched 3 and
was just a matter of good defense ans strong 1/2 strong innings for the same as. the fear
pitching. The team did not get many hits, but Bears took the twinbil16·2. The big offensive'
behind the strong pitching of Mike Rogers the player of the game was Gary Buelow who
team pulled out a decisive 8-3 victory. Rogers went four for four. Joe O'Halloran had two
was right on target through the whole game as hits, and Rick Czyenski hit a four tagger.
he walked only one and struck out seven. It , Once again it was good pitching and good
was one of those games where nothing could defensive play that made the difference in the
go wrong. The defense was the strong point. game. The Bears two game sweep of Bryant
One play stood out in the game as Mike makes them now 13-12. It is the ninth game in .
Pasanise gunned out a runner at home. The a row for the Bears as they continue their hot
offense was mediocre with Mike Condry and pace. The Bears come home for the last- two
Stan Russell banged' out four hits between games of the season against Fitchburg State.
them and Bob Spinney had three hits. All in aU The game is scheduled . for' 1:00 at the
it was a defensive game for the.Bears with just Briqgewater·Raynham High School. Come
enough offense to suffice.
out and see the Bears for the last time this.
The second game was much the same as season.

IM/Rec Causes Controversy
Or do they? in a semi·final game"in whichI
A number of complaints have come to me showing up, but with the officials. The so'
happened to have participated, ·an argument
from the participants in the intramural men's called paid umpires have a tendency to show
broke out after the first pitch of the game.
softball league. It is not my intent in this article up late or not at all. We won't comment on the
to downgrade any of the administrators of the lack of expertise the umpires use when There was a little problem in the rules, The
rules state that a four to ten inch arc must be
league, but obviously from the' number of officiating a game. Paid umpires should at
thrown and it must be slow pitch. One o(the
complaints I have had, something is wrong.
least be aware of the rules Arguments have
teams pitched without the the four inch arc
For those of you who haven't played on or arisen between players to halt play, which
and then fast-pitched. When the opposing
heard of the 'intramural league, it's a group of umpires couldn't handle;
team questioned the ruling, the' umpire
kids on campus who make up teams and hand
Another bIg problem; which has been
in a roster to the intramural office. The office conveyed to me, is the lack of organization ignored the official ruling, saying it was
in turn informs the teams of the rules and the with regard to scheduling of teams. There are changed and the game continued with a bad
schedule of games. Umpires are also assigned four fields the league can use.. This is a atmosphere. The opposing team, not wanting
to each game, to make the play as official as sufficient amount considering the size of the to press the issue and being good sportsmen,
possible. The teams are told to show up at the league. Then why are there three teams played the fastball· rule. But that is not the
assigned field at promptly 10 minutes before showing up at a field? What happened to the point. The umpire ignored the league rules
that were set at the beginning of the season.
the game and any late teams will 50-called schedule?
I said it is not my intent to downgrade
atit9matically ,forfeit. .The probl~ms(tris~~()t.. ...•... :After all the.~?h~duleproblems are decided
'with late teams; or not enough j'>l'layer~.dt:and the. umpires show UP. the p]avoffs: start. ,"anyone and if anyone. feels .downgraded, I

recommend a rebuttal to me personally, since
this is the last issue of the semester. But
because of the numerous complaints and bad
opinions from a lot' of participants and on~
lookers, I felt something had to be said. Being
a player in the league, I' also have felt the
shortchange by the unorganization. The team
s themselves take the game seriously and the
cameraderie on the teams is fantastic. It is just
too bad that they have to be disappointedby a
n error' by the officials. Of course. they are
only human, qut how many errors can a
human make? In order to reach the full
enjoyment an intramural league should give .. c
tighter organization must be acquired.
By. Danny Hall

Sp~rls' Editor
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Lacrosse Heads for Yale
The Yale !jowl was held this past weekend,
May 5-6, in New Haven, Conn., where
Bridgewater took a fourth place out of eleven
teams. Bridgewater was seeded sixth.
Bridgewater won the first game against
Bates, 18-7. Congratulations to Sharon
Rogerson for scoring her first goal ever.
Bridgewater went on to face Middlebury and
again came up on top 7-3.
The next game was to be against second·
seeded Springfield. The BSC girls gave it their
all, but came up on the short end of a 5-4
decision. With three minutes remaining,
Bridgewater tied up the score 4 all. An unruly
judgement call was made by the official and
Springfield was awarded free position. With
30 seconds to go, Springfield was awarded
With 30 seconds to go Springfield scored the
winning goal. Goalie Deb Draper had a good
day in goal despite the loss. On the last day of
the tournament Bridgewater faced fourth
seeded Williams in the consolation round.

The game went into overtime with BSe '
After suffering 2 big losses to an Ivy-League
coming out on top 11-9. BSC's final opponent
ranked Harvard (15-3) and to the number 1
was UVM. It was a hard-fought game with team U Mass (13-4), the team went on to
BSC coming up on the s/:1ort end of the
defeat Tufts by a score of 6-4. Scoring for
LaCrosse stick 8-4. Although Bridgewater did BSC in the first game was Kathy Boggan
not win the tournament, nine of our members
(congrats on your first varsity goal in
up for selection and all were chosen to All
college!), Theresa Muoio, and Kathy
New England College Division II teams.
McCallion In the second game BSC proved to
The members selected were: Deb Draper
U Mass that they never give up (they gave
for first team, Deb "Champ" Hill, Theresa
about 250-300 per cent in that game), scoring
MuoIo, and Paula Hutch for the second team
two quick goals . To the end of the game, BSC
and Sharon Rogerson, Kathy McCallion, Sue showing just how "golden they are, Scoring
Hebert, and Kathy McSweeney for third team for BSC were Maureen VonEuw, Jane
and Pat Brown as' an alternate.
Urbanski, Mary Delorey, and Theresa Muoio.
Congratulations to all the girls for a fine job The third game was a different story for "big
well done. We are proud of you. . . up red. Coming from behind the team won the
LaCrosse.
hard way 6-4. Scoring for BSC were Theresa
FANS: Thanks to Jarl{, Merle, Lisa V. and MuoIo and Jane Urbanski with 5.
Standy for coming dll the way to Conn. to
The B·team also suffered two defeats. but
support the team even though they have all
not as severely. They only lost to Harvard by
had to sleep in Jack's Toyota! Go for it!! 250
one in the last few minutes of the game. The
per cent!
final score was 7-6. Scoring for BSe were
N

H

(goalie) Lynn Duffy, Annette Randaza, Sue
Bradbury, Nina Roberts, Donna Jacobson,
and Erin Eagan. The game against U Mass
was very physical and demanded a great deal
of hustle from "Little Red." Suffering a 10-3
defeat did not reflect how well SSC played.
The following week the varsity team played
Brown. The final score did not reflect how
well the team did. They simply outplayed their
opponents. Scoring for B.S,C. were Theresa
MuoIo, Jane Urbanski, and Deb Hill with two
each. The JV team had their first victory
against Brown's JV (5-4). Scering for BSe
were Sue Bradbury, Donna Jacobson with 2,
Erin Egan, and Annette Randaza scoring the
winning goal with 30 seconds left on the clock.
The varsity then went on the road to URI
suffering a 13-3 loss. The officiating left a little
bit to be desired. Scoring for SSC was Jane
Urbanski with 3. Disappointed the team
started preparing for the NECWlA
Championships to be held at Yale.

Softball Salutes Seniors
Thankyou Donna Arcudi. Jean Ellis, Karen
Hooper and Ginny for playing softball with
class and vigour.
Donna Arcudi, a four year starter from
Milford, kept many a base runner honest with
her snap throws to first. The clean-up hitting
catcher always delivered a key hit when
needed. After graduation Donna plans to
handglide from Maine to Bermuda.
Jean Ellis hails from Norwood. This slick
fielding second baseman always seemed to be
on base. Jeannie is the team's best bunter and
continuously dragged a perfect bunt down:
the first base line. Upon graduation Jeannie
will be seen on NBC Wild K~ngdom as she
hunts puma· in the mountaIns of South

oArn~d~?.;

.,,;, .. i.~

'Raren Hooper j~ a hard-hitting left fielder

from LExington. Karen, the team's leading
hitter, was Ms. Clutch when it came to hitting.
Karen was continuously smashing her bsic
line drives to the alley for game·winning hits.
With diploma in hand Karen will head up to
Canada for the Calgary Starn-pede, where
she will be entered in the dangerous bull ride.
Ginny Walsh, a four year starter at
shortstop, will sign a contract soon with the
Conn. Falcons of the International Women's
Pro Softball League. Ginny is a smooth'. fielding shortstop and hits with enough power
to bat in the Bears' lineup. Ginny will also be
joini~gthe Ringling Bros. circus where she will
continue to be shot out of a cannon.
, To these girls-- GOOD LUCK (in whatever
you do).
Waiting for the pitch

ANTED
NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS
AT THE BOOKSTORE MAY 15 -18, 21, 22 :
10:.00 AM TO 5:00 PM

The following is"Jl:lst ii ·partiallist of titles for which we will pay 50% of
their new list prices - regardless of whether they were bought new or
used HI

COLLEGE PHYSICS 5th Ed.
YO~ GET $ 9.25
YOU GET $ 8.00
SOCIETY TODA Y 3rd Ed.
YOU GET $ 7.00
LAMB:
PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE
LIGHT:~
SOCIOLOGY 2nd Ed.
YOU qET $ 7.50
HEWITT: CONCEPTUAL PHYSICS 3rd Ed. YOU GET $ 7.50
HAG IWARA: THEME ET VARIA TIONS
YOU GET $ 8.00
HANSEN: ESPANOL A LO VIVO (Levell 4th Ed.) YOU GET $ 7.50
(Level 2 2nd Ed.) YOU GET $7.00
THE EMOTIONALLY DIS TVRBED
YOU GET $ 8.50
HEWITT:
CHILD IN. THE CLASSROOM
WEBER:
CRM:

WATCH,F'ORSPEC,IAL BUYBACI{,DIS:C,QUNTQFFER,!!!!!!!!!!

